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A   review   li.is   buen   inaile   ol'   dct.,T¡;LMts   and   Sow    Hey   lit   into 

the   Iranian   industry,    economy   and   useap,e.      It   is   concluded 

that   in   rural areas   where   water   is   not   too   hard,    conven   - 

tional   soaps   should   he   continued    in   use   hue.urne   they    ¡re 

eri'ective,   and    in   on,er   to   i„ako   economie   use   OJ    fatty   by- 

products   ol    the   Mhni;,l,tcri !.,;   industry   and   Ijccai.-e    they   are 

bi odt't;i adnb i e   am,   do    imt:    pollute    streu,s   and    uno er,.round 

waters, 

Viliere   waters   uvv   ,iard   -   an    .¡¡,   , os L   ol'   ir.u,   -   syni;    otic 

deterge;,ts   ,ir,:   essential,    and    t    is   need   :,.,:,   I..on   i. .  t    by   a 

10,0,0-    12, :..()/i  ta   doPeel    h...  v,    .e    (nü,;    ,   .ini    at     P.n.an. 

Tue   detv  rp,e,,t   ..ade       r.,,.,   t    is   Material,    .alleo    alkyl    benzene 

sulfonate   (abS)fis   very   effective»   and   elliciontt    hut   it   is 

non-biodeniadanie,    ¡„in,    lo,«Oí-    to   na.jor      roll   n;s    i   .   s,    ano 

disposai.       n.v  e    i,    i   ,    ,.   i <-v.<    JM.I.IIUI    cu,es,    ihore     tre   not 

yet   any   sewap.e   disposal       laits    in    Iran,    with   ail   sewap.e   be- 

in,',   disposed   by   cesspool    -   soil    , ureolat ion    (as    in    x i;   ran    ) 

or   by   diseñar,",«*    Loto    rivers,    estuaries   or   the   sois, 

Irobleiiis   associated   wit!     a   ,a,j.-biodo,,rada.   • e   ueter(,e; 

not    yet   arisen    in   a   serious   fashion    in   Iran. 

•a\ (• 

• i   stud;     of   cut rout   .«.no    .otontiaJ        uirts   i'or   d o t ery.ent s   in 

Iran   rovoai.,    tn,t,    on    extra, (.!  .Li   .,',    ine   de ,i:;(!       rowt   s   of 

the    pa-,t    two   or   three   ;, e    m,    L  .«_•    ci;,iuity   oh    the   LU.C   ¡laut   at 

Ab uian   to   su;,jy    ine   co,  ¡ha,    doi.u-stic   and   export   markets 

with   synthetic   determents   will   be   exhausted   by   VJT¿\   and   by 

1^7^-75   lor   sodium   tripoiyphosphate   (  -.TIT)   from   the   new 

plant   near  Jhiraz, 



This   conclusion    recluiros,    li-.ui^ r     .   qualifie   ition,    as   is 

apparent   J'roin   t   is    table- 

*# 
m «tons   ol'   com¡ounded   d e t-.or, ,o n 13   co:  titilline   3°'/'   i >i>l t   sull'ori ite 

JJ0-".3-u':i.(JlJl   i "    J r.iii      L x por t e ti   tu   b::>Si¿ 

M.tons Voi tic-i (.M.'if     i., tons /.oí'   total 

Total 

I968 

íyoy 

1970 

1971 

1\ ,1)00 

2»,, rJ 

:^7,> 

31,* ' o 

I972     (L8t. )     ¿»0,(A  v 

1973   (Lst.)   5-\'^- 

i< 1, 000 /»() 25,000 

'L   .„ 5'H. r>0. 3 i.^,000 

.!'    ,!)«•(' '17 4^\ 5*'0 

•>    , ;„" (i 39 '1,000 
;.'(>,(h-0 33.3 u0, I.'JO 

"r> , ()oo J'¿.5 77,000 

## 

This    ein plias i zes   w 1 I   , 

oí'   tit is   indus t r \     ;     .-. t 

f-í   all    the   e.,, ,s    ai-:    in    • 1 

i i)   ti oiiios tic   fi»»,  ,,iid    h.1 s    h. 

in   I  .S . s. h, 

•-in    1. 

I'll     v 

•''•''    ••    v    1-     lar    e    tie   onde.ice    the    he.1th 

on    .-X    nets    to   -vi 1 s sia.       Over    on"   third 

ho 'VO+ „        111,   ou,",¡1    the   .rout h 

•i'V       •'      t    ,uid   stm.dy,     the   , rowth 

exports    ¡lave    h    en    • vc;ii       t «> i i . <_• v ,    rai 1;', 1 :.,'_;    irmi   .me 

tllird  to   over   one    hall'   oí   all    production.       buch   a   lar,;e 

de|ieiuieiice   upon   a   den inri    th.it   is   toti.ly   outside   of   all   lrnian 

controls   can   hardly      < n. .¡   healthy.      It   is   true   that   these 

exports   liave   sown   .1 0   1 .-,, ,jv.>      rowth   during   the   past   five 

years;    hut    the   insecurity   of   tnis   business   is   manifest   when 

it   is   realized    . iat    it    rests   0,1   barter   deals   that   could   end 

abruptly   LUI.mid   L,S.a..v.    lii   :   other   detergent   sources,   or 

should   L..5..J.1V.   fail   to   jaov\do   coiupens.iting   exports   desirable 

to   Iran,    or   should   unforeseen   political    obstacles   arise. 

It   should   bo   noted   that   soma   determents   produced   in   1 ran havs 

• •a   J it tic     .s   17Vo   DiJli   sul fonale,    but   this    is   t.ot   usual.      It 

¡•.ay,    Jiowev   r,   influence   the   date    it   which  current   domestic 

production   hecoi.ns   inadéquat«, 
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Tris lactor hust bo un, li.ibiz«.!, k>cni,t' it nukes rational 

planin.ii,. for tho ex, ansimi ,,i  the J-anian synthetic deter- 

¿,ont industry vers «liiiicilt,  li ti,e L.o. .;..<. requirements 

from lian continue to (;ruw at a mit- ,rojectcd from the 

immediate past, then our domu tic prom.ct.ion of nun aun „Tu- 

will fail tu meet requirements by mid 197^ for DDB and by 

1973-7^ Tor Silr.  If, howver, tiie L.S.Ò.a. demand ware to 

end with 1971, our current production would suffice until 

end 197^-75 for DDB and probably until 1976-77 for ÒT1P. 

further, consideri,,;; tin,,,, uncertainties, it bocones all the 

more im porta; t that future expansions in the production of 

synthetic determent materials be of a modern type, e.r.. linear 

alkyl benzene sulfonate (L.\b) (see below), which, if need be, 

can be ex; orted to competitive markets that no lonper will 

accept  the HOIK -hi od ep, e, .an ! e  .i., , i e t <M'p e ; , t S .   it  i:,  • hviony 

t:.at between tne exhaustion . f  ,,r p-i.-.ent ¡reductive cina- 

Cities and the ereatmu  i    ,eu ano,ti,, ai en ¡ ae i t ie y ,  there 

Will have to intervene a .em», w en the d ef ic i OJ.C i es must be 

¡rovided by imports.  modern productive facilities in the 

ci.eui.cal fiel«! repine  n  i lie. iate output of at least 70> of 

rated capaci t> x or cciM.ri.iicr  Junction, so i|,,..t the nei; plant 

expansion must wait on Un, development ,,f new demand - combinen 

domestic and ex,.ort - i or close to 70,  of the new output. 

In order to make tl.? plann in,-, Í01 the future expansion of 

this industry as ..,!, en,i •.., ,. ., ¡  ic> further studi,.s 

beyond t is xe.urt a. e nee, ,,,       x  is stud> ! as concerned 

itself largely   ill; teen,.J,  I .n, u. ts and has sou ;,t to 
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direct   attention   to   the   specific   synthetic  detergents   that 
will  beat  meet   the   future  needs   of   Iran.     In   this  study, 
also,   an  attempt   has   been  made   to   gather  and   interpret  what 
market   data   that   exists   relative   to   these  materials,   -   but 
it   serves   to   point   up   the  paucity   of   the data  and   its   in- 
adequacy  relative   to   our  needs.      It   is  recommended,   there- 
fore,   that  a   study   in  depth  be   initiated   to   develop greater 
market   knowledge   on   synthetic   determents,   which,   while 
directed   primarily   toward   the   domestic  market,    should   extend, 
so   far   as   is   possible,    to   those   export  markets   which might 
serve   to   absorb   the-  Iranian  excess   production.      It   is   important 
that   any  new   plant   be   of   such   a   size   that   it   can  enjoy   economies 
of  scale,   and   that   appears  to   be   a  dubious  possibility  unless 
an  appreciable   export   business   can   contribute   to   the volume 
of   production.     The   recommended   study  should   range  broadly,   but 
should   seek  to   develop   knowledge   on   the  following   pointsi- 

a) An   analysis   and   projection   of   the  domestic   demand   for 
synthetic   determents.      ilio   projection   should   extend   for 
ten   years,   i.e.   until   1982,      This   will   require  demographic 
analysis   covering   both  population  growth   and   the  rising 
standards   of  living   which   uro   often measured   by the   per 
capita  consumption  of  determents. 

b) Far  more  difficult   than a)   is   a    ilmilar  effort  directed 
toward   selected   possible   o>(.oi t   markets.      The   selection 
will  have   to  be   in   l.n ,•.<•>   part   arbitrary,   resting  on 
political   and   nunimiiic   factors,   and   on what   the  export 
recipients   h.ivu   in  money   or   commodities  with  which   to 
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pay   l or    the   synthetic   dot.org;onts .      Our   exports   can   be 

three-fold*   linear   alkyl     unzene,    linear   alkyl   benzene 

olili 'uñate ,    and   completely   formulated   synthetic   determents 

in   bulk   and   in   j aekaged   1 orni. 

e)     .vii  analysis   with   the   l.elp   of   engineering   contractors   of 

the   system   to   be   used   lor   tlie   production   of   linear   alkyl 

benzene,    and   to   develop   what   size   production   will   be 

economic   under  Iranian   conditions',   also   what   raw  materials 

will   be   required   under   the   several   systems   of   production 

with   particular   rotei enee   to   the   production   of   the   straight- 

chain,   alpha   olefin,      Unly   when   the   optimum   production   size 

has   been   established   can  we   project   at   what   point    in  our 

time   VS   demand   curve   the   approximate   time   when   the   demand 

will   absorb   70%   of   the   new   production. 

Requests    to   engineering   Contractors   for   initial   order   of 

magnitude   offers   should   be   requested   without   deiav   in 

order   that   this   planning   may   .^tart   with   proper   proportions. 

d)     The   study   should   seek   to   gather   technical   and   market   in- 

formation   on   the   newer   synthetic   determents   that   are   in 

the   course   of   development.      This   information   thougli   it   has 

a   low   immediacy(can   be   valuable   to   provide   both  direction 

and   proportion   to   planning   for   a   "third   génération"   pro- 

duction,    targeted,    perhaps,   at   1982.     Long   before   that 

time   is   upon  us,   a   clear  concept   of  direction   and   magnitude 

should   have   developed   in   t .is   field. 
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An   analysis   of   the vast   number   of  currently  developed   and 

developing   synthetic  determents   leads   to   the   conclusion 
that i- 

a) The   currently   produced   DDB   sulfonate   will   continue   to 

serve   the   rural areas   well   and   efficiently  and   jr« 

non-biodegradability   will   involve   such  areas   in  no 

major   problems.     The   production   of   this   material 

should   not   be   interrupted,   except,   that   as   urban  areas 

trow,   efforts   should   be   made   to   direct   the   Ab.s   deter- 

gents   to   rural *reas,   and   the  newer  biodegradable  deter- 

gents   to   the   urban   area», 

b) With   a  half   million   cubic   meters   of   sewage   beim'   dumped 
the ^ 

every  day   into/soil   under   Tehran,   and   comparable   per 

capita   amounts  in   other   larger  cities,   sewage   disposal 

plants   are   being   planned.      These   will   be   necess.irv   to 

avoid   subsoil  water   pollution   and   health   hazard«,   und 

to  recover   the waste   waters   for   use   in   irrigation. 

Such   plans   compel   us   to   look   to   a   biodegradable   detergent 

lor  a   "second   generation"   cleansing   agent.      Adhering   to 

th«  dictum   that  at   this   time   Iran  wants   only  well   proven 

processes   and   products,   the   choice   of  a  new  surfactant 

centers   on   linear  alkyl   benzene   sulfonate   (LAb),     A 

productive   unit   is   recommended,   large   enough   to   gain 

economies   of   scale,    to   supplv  domestic   needs   for   urban 

areas   andf    being  biodegradable,   can  win  a   possible   place 

in  export   markets.      U.b.S.R.   is   currently   taking   one 
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third of all the AUS deter ..outs ^reduced i i ; Tran, ~ hut 

this important market is tenuous in view of world reaction 

against non-biodégradable detriments,  The technology lor 

the production of LAS synthetic determents is readily avail 

able from a number of competitive sources. 

It is emphasized that an effective synthetic, determent 

consists basically of two essential compononts .  a 

surfactant and a "builder".  lhe most effective ,IKI 

economical build, t- is sodium tri pol yphospha; e iö'ITP). 

A productive facility lor t ,is material is now under de^ 

velopment at Sliiraz t'erti UKT Complex, which will utilize 

soda ash from the plant now near in« completion in tup same 

plant area. 

Looking forward to 1978-1980  a "third generation1' ol 

synthetic determent is considered   a linear alkyl sulfate 

which is a superior surfactant.   lhe in.inufaci.ure 01 this 

material will depend on the j.rodu. t J «m   »i a CIL' C1 k 

straight chain, primary alcohol by polymerising ethvleiu» 

in a technique very similar to the process that Nl'C/Hitsui 

will employ in the production of ¡i i «li density polyethylene 

resin.  It is important, therefore  tc give consideration 

to this proposal at this time so that the demand for ugh 

purity ethylene and plans for a production facility cm be 

coordinated and possibly made a part ol the NPC/Mitsui 

Ulefin Complex. 
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II.   INTRODLCTION 

Currently, Iran has a determent industry that supplies the 

domestic market with soaps and synthetic deterge ta, the 

latter based upon 10v()00-12y 00 m.t,/a of dodecyl benzene 

produced by Abadan le trociiein i cal Company,  Obviously as 

the lianian population expandsv additili, al amounts of 

determent will be required; and as the 1 anian economy {;rows 

in affluence and the industry in sophistication, additional 

types ol determents will be demanded.  It is the ¡urpose of 

this study to look ahead and to recommend to National Petro- 

chemical Company the type or types of determents tluif should 

be developed to supply those growing needs, 
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111 •      UKTLKGLNTS   ÜENbiUL 

A.    Soaps s      Amongst   determents,    the   earliest   und   l'or   many 

years   the   only   cleansing   agent   was    soap      mmnil .KMired   from 

natural  ve( etable   and   animal    oils   ami   lata.      When   pr-'perlv 

selected   and   produced,    and   when   used   in   waters    not    e\   <s¿>ive 

in   hardness,    soaps    function   vvoJ 1      at   moderate   cost   and   with 

considerable   versatility,    cover in,",   the   broad   spread    in   uses 

from   personal   cleansers,    laundry   and   industrial   textile 

cleansers   ,    industrial   wetting,   dispersing   rind   emulsifying 

agents.      Much   of   the   raw   materials   are   close   at    hind   and   of 

low   costs,    e,g„   animal    tallows   and   ve;,etable   oils lurther, 

oaps   can   be   made   in  widely    distributed   lactones   oi    modest 

size   and   capital   rcqiu   eitient tí      and   until    J ')')*••   1 <)k0   fulfilled 

virtually   ail   cleansing      dispersing   and    emu Is>fving   functions. 

The   chief   defect   of    soap   is   the   extreme    sensitivity    t>   the 

presence   of   heavy   metal    impurities    in  water,    a    g ,     : a 1 T i urn 

and   magnesium   ionsv    whir,i   precipitate   the   soap   as   an    insoluble 

curd.      This   curd,   when  deposited   in   small   amounts   from   successive 

launderings,    leads    to   a   yellow   or   gray   coloration   and   a   gummy 

feel    to   the   fabric,       When      however,    the   water    is   not   excessively 

hard,    the   use   oí    an   excess   oi   soap   can   soften   the   water   by 

precipitating   the   heavy   metal    ionsc      if   enough   soap   is   used, 

it   may  disperse   the   precipitated   cord,      Thusv    soaps   may   function 

reasonably   well,    even   in   moderately   hard   watersv    but   the   use   of 

soaps   to   soften  water,   or   in    l3rge   excess   to   cleanse   in   hard 

waters   is   very   uneconomical    and,    in   additimi,    leads    to   yellowed 

and   fjummy  fabrics 
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Summarizing soaps, they are still preferred where soft 

water is available from natural sources or 1 »y water - 

ioftciurij; treatment ; also for personal cleansi../; where 

there is a i'igh soap to water ratio.  No synthetic 

determents have yet been developed 1 rom which good toilet 

soaps can be made thai  function as well as good coconut 

fat soaps.  There remains an important economic advanta, e 

to the continued use of soa¡s where water is suit enough 

and also to provide an outlet for the cheap and abundant 

tallow which isa by-product of me it production,  i or 

example, soaps continue to be used in the emulsion copoly- 

merization of butadiene and styrene to produce Siili synthetic 

rubber.  Since the process is carried out in deionized water, 

soaps are effective and function at low cost. 

In general, water which contains up to 80 ppm (pai ts per 

nilllioiiamg/liter ) of total hardness (calculated as Cat'O ) is 

considered soft; above 500 ppm the water is too hard i or 

effective use of soap, and between these two limits is a wide 

area in which soaps may be used, but with increasing difficulty 

and economic disadvantage as the hardness inn cases.  Unfor- 

tunately, in Iran, most waters aie hard in varying degrees, and 

are, in general, too hard lor effective vise of soaps.  burlace 

waters vary in hardness from place to place and from season to 

season.  In surface waters that drain to the Caspian .loa, total 

hardness varies from as low as loO ppm, whic  is relatively soft 

and in which soaps may function, to as high as 13^0 ppm, in 

which soaps cannot function ¿it a lie  For rivers that drain to 

the Persian Gulf, the average total hardness is somewhat higher, 
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making   the   use   of   Soap8   even   „.,„•«   inef   ective.      Deep   well 

waters,    e. tl.    i„   ¿hiraz   and   lslal.an,   are   without   exception 

too   hard   for   effective   and   economic   use   of   soaps        See 

appendix   A     for   wat   r   qualities   in   Iran.      Though   soap   use 

may   be   low   in   unit   cost,    it    is   excessive   in   application 

cost,    since   a   major   portion   of   the   soap   is   used   to   *o< <> n 

the   water,   and    the   larCe   amount   of   precipitated   .soap   nird» 

yield   off-color   and   gummy-feeling   fabrics. 

The   above   resume   on   soaps   has    been   included    in   „nl,r   to 

point   up   and   emphasize   the    importance   of   findig   and   develop- 

ing   more   effective   and   economical   clean.si.nj   a- ei.ts    than   soap. 

¿11   over   the   world,    there   has   been   a   constantly   ,-rowing 

pressure   toward   the   replacement   of   soap   (except   for    personal 

cleansing)   by   synthetic   determents   which   work   with   great 

effectiveness   and   economy    ,n   cold   and   hard   waters» 

B.     Synthetic   Petersents 

It   was   early   recognized    that    calcium   and   magnesium   suits   of 

organic   sulfonic   acids   have   relatively   high  water   solubili. 

ties   as   compared   with   the   solubilities   of   the   same   salts   of 

carboxylic   acids,   i.e.   soaps It   was   natural,    therefore,    to 

seek   the   development   of   hydrophobi :   groups   (water   repelling 

hydrocarbon  chain»)   attached   to   sulfonic   acid   groups   (as   hyd 

rophilic   groups)   as   replacements   for   the   readily   precipitated 

soaps,   —   and   such  materials   were,   m   fact,   toe   first   synthe 

tic   determents.      Such   compounds   can   be   produced   m  a   number  of 

way.   and   there   has   resulted   a   whole   family   of   such   compounds, 
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each   with    small   di 11 ei -eures    in    properties   and   with   varying 

economic   advantages   and   disadvantages.      i'he   ultimai»-   sdec 

tion   of   a   suitable   synthetic   détordent   for   lar,", e   scale 

production  depended   in   large   measure   on   the   relative   avail- 

ability   ol'   its   raw  material   re«|nii-uiiu'iits.     Kapidlv,    soon   alter 

19^5,    one   such   compound   rose   to   a   dominant   position,    aid   dra- 

matically   swept   across   america   and   Western   Lurope   and    in    little 

more    than   five   years   ( 19 '» r)~-l<;5<.) )   displaced   over   one   hall    of 

the   soap   in   use   and   covered   broadly   the   entire   use   oJ    uetor- 

gents   l'roin   household   uses   through    iiulustrial    and   lauiMry 

applicati uns, 

The   new   synthetic   détergents   were   mostly   dodecyl   benzene 

sulfonate    (called   alkyl   oenzei e   sulfon.it e   or   Alia)   and    typically 
represented   by    *- 

CH   -CH-CH   -CH-C11   .CH--CH.,   CH 
3   I 2   I 2   I "I 

CH, CH. OH. CH„ 3 — 3 ~~3 >..3 

Hydrophobic   or  lipophilic 

group 

•bo   Na 

Hydrophilíe   { roup, 

The   sulfonic   acid   ¿¡roup   is   fixed    111    its   hydrophilic    properties, 

but   the   hydrophobic   hydrocarbon   chain   can   be   made   lo   1>cr   or 

shortei    at   will   and   so   alter   its   prop».ties.      It   was   found 

that   a   chain   containing   12- Ik   carbons   (;uve   an   optiiiium   balance 

to   the   sulfonic   acid   (¡roup   and    resulted   in   a   very   effective 

determent.      Furthermore,    it    could   be   produced   by   well   Inown 
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techiiiques   in   large   quanti ti    • 

effective   in    roli,,    l;.uü   wnl<a 

a 1J e r -, i e   e 1 i < • ( -1 .s ,      ine    •. i < > < :   .  t 

¡,er.t   ,',rew   ra¡> idly. 

I  i , U 

t       K 

li |l|l! 

Il       U    , .        \   i    |'V 

i    .'tit     ti.xic    or 

i    s n i s   (iutnr- 

Vv'i 

Tilt!     -\\JCì    aiitc       e   : t ,     ! < i avo v or , 

and    later   it    v.i.s   iiis('iivi,'i'.'(l    io 

deifct,       flu.-    two    i H i t i . i I   1ie1 .o  t 

I tarali    action    w : ¡ r ;     ,   , n  c    i i     . , ini      , i i 

and      b)      a   Ncti'i.tMi   IM, ,II.I(I,    to    ili 

but   a    | > o < ) r   .% I ' i 1 i l •     to    !. w I ( i    tii       I i i  i 

an    i iii¡ orlan t    : ml inn    "i     t '        •   • •  , 

lead i iig    to   a    -  i .* . ïi.• 

t i.ao   .uiti    ' • i  . < • ri , t '        i    t : M' 

l.l 1  ZOll   !  - 

'Ì      l i . M   1 a     i !      Moi    ',,  i   i o • •   1  i   i' f  s , 

!     IVO     , i      f o ¡  i  O      l'r[\      Scrin'IS 

. i )       a   ri'i.il ivi.'ly 

o     1 or     !   (' t'.-o     , i i      c i e ai. :-  i   I i. 

i   1   t      aiiO      ,MI|   !      li'i' i       o 3 

iti     i ;- i o ,. r i on ,    and 

w   o    i   • o; | 'os i t ,(.!    ,  .      lie    Itbrjc 

,,i.t.     rol o red    iiiit'.'i'i.i Is. ita 

(i (> l'or t s    Wo io    ov   a r o; ;e     • • r    ¡   l .   1 - 

a) l'ho   war s hi H' ss   by    i bo    i,  i  "i'-m.il um      1    eino i I  i • •, a 

b) Through     i  :.o    roro, ;ol t  !   M      of     I  ;   o     loa,  , a't   ou.o     )t      " 

and    t    rip   <b-\ a-1,,] • a, •< a    ,io<l    OMO   ,(S    O    .-.cui 'al    <••<'•", 

s vu t iio t 11 i r   (i o 11 • rgo ni    < »>i,ij o •. i t  i on s „ 

'l'lie   b i i lde i o    are   cm  loni.ii    i i.i 1 e r i ,i | .,    wnii'i    s > ma'o    t . <   ., o J o    tin 

soil    lilted    of]    la    t ho    oh-    Hi'tia . dit     M.   stai li-   »i !b|..'ii» i o    , 

The   laust    olfactive   '  • i i t, ! e i s    are    po ) \ , ,,   tac    Sodio-     or      utassitilii 

pli(i8|ili.iti;s ,    e.g.    tet rasad i uní   pyrophosphate    ( Na¿ f ./)„ ) ,    sudiinu 

tri]Miiy|ili,is()lmt(>   (Narr   O      ),     um    lusher   j.liosfhate    polymers., 

The   one   having   optimum   proporr ios   at   moderate   cost   hat>   b. en 

the   .-sodium    t ri pol vphospha t o       roioniaiil«   stabiiits       ver    in 

bot    water,     excellent    ¡overs-    <i     colloidal   suspensi   ai,    ano    strong" 
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complexing   power   bywhich   it   tica   up   „.d   ,end,rs   ineffective 

heavy  metal   ions   (e.g.   ferric   ions)   which are   responsible 

for  „any   fabric   discolorati   ns.     These   p„iyni,ric   pho8phate 

builders   are   used   in   fairly   large   proportions,   e.,.   up   to 

60»  by weight   of   a   synthetic   detergent    formulation.      They 

are,   therefore,    of   prime   importance   in    the   develop,,*,*   of   a 

synthetic   detergent   industry   .incJ   production   facilities   for 

•odium   tripolyphosphate  must   be   created   to  parallel   those   for 

the   synthetic   determent   itself.     The   use   of   sodium   tr,poly- 

phosphate   as   a   synthetic   determent   build,r  now   represent   the 

largest   non-fertilizer   phosphate   application. 

In  addition,   it   was   discovered   that   the   incorporation   of   9mall 

amounts   of   other  colloidal  materials   Í e   *     i    -w,  ««• x xaj-8   \e»ë.   i-J7b  of  sodium 
carboxy  methylcellulose)   greatly   increase   H10   „a /   f>   "«ni   increased   the   capacity   of   the 
polymeric   phosphates   to  hold   lifted   dirt   in   suspensions   iron, 

which   little   or   none   was   redeposited   on   the  cleaned   surfaces. 

Thus,   the   modern   synthetic   detergent   emerged   ami   when   built 

with  polymeric   phosphates   and   carboxy   methyl   cellulose 

(silicates   and   other  materials   serve   as   alternates,    but   are 
not   so   effective),   was   verv   §fferHv0   ^ „^ /,   •«o   vuiy   eiiective   and   econotnicad.   Since 

»uch of the world must carry out it, cleansing operations in 

hard waters, thi. new .ynthetic detergent rapidly pushed soaps 

aside, and in .o doing resulted in a precipitous drop in the 

price of tallows. Though intensive research has resulted in 

the development of many new uses for tallow, the price level 

still remain, considerably below that at which it was as the 
basic   raw material   for  soaps. 
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Nothing, it seemed, could be more efficient and economical 

than the new AUS synthetic detergent compositions, and so 

Iran, in seeking to develop a domestic means to meet its 

hard-water detergent needs, built at Abadan a facility to 

produce 10,000-12,000 m.tons per year of dodecyl benzene. 

This material is sold to a number of ultimate determent 

makers who sulfonate und compound it.  So far it has met 

the domestic needs very well and it has given little trouble 

in Iran, - but elsewhere, particularly in America, Western 

Europe and Japan the use of enormous quantities of A^ 

detergents has led to vast mountains of foam which inundated 

sewage disposal plants and rendered tliem inoperative.  It 

has filled rivers and lakes with ¿;reat intractable layers 

of foam.  Earlier in this discussion, it was noted that Aliò 

detergent had three major defects.  This was the third defect. 

It developed slowly at lirst as the intensive use of the new 

A13S detergent was growing.  In Germany in the Uulir V ¡1 lev the 

situation became intolerable.  .intensive investigations re- 

vealed that the ABS detergent, unlike soaps, did not precipi- 

tate in the presence of hard water metallic ions.  Also, 

unlike soaps which are readily consumed by bacteria, i.e. 

readily biodegradable, the ALS detergent vvas very resistant to 

such biodegradability and therefore persisted in unchanged 

form until its concentration in the sewage stream built up to 

such proportions that its strong foaming tendency made it a 

public nuisance.  It took some time for this problem to 

emerge and more time to study and discover its cause, and 

still more time to develop ways to overcome it.  by I960 it 

had become apparent that the hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain in 

the AbS detergent, being highly branched, was resistant to 

biologic degradation.  If, however, the hydrocarbon chain were 
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made straight without braue es, i„e * line.ir, it was discovered 

that it was biodegradable»  by lc>6^, ways had been developed 

to produce commerciali) linear hydrocarbon—based deter ents 

that liad satisfactory rates <>j I »iodegradat i on w1 ile otherwise 

retaining the excellent detti -(;riicy of (he al ... niatur mlsj and 

since that time these new determents called Lib ( Lin«...-»- alhyl 

sulfonates in which a strai,,lit C12 chain is attached • o a 

benzene ring which is .subsequently sulfonated )v and .jaS 

(sodium liru-ar alkyl sulfonate), etc v   have taken over t lie 

applications formerly I en  by ail  detergents    ilie detailed 

chemistry of these componili -a   will be discu .->ed in IV  mil V I a? low, 

but briefly they may be repre .-eut ed ? - 

LAS     CH-.CH-.CH-.CH_.Cli_.Cii,,.Cil. „CH_,Gll„oCH..„Ul-, . '")1 , ^T^- ( • Na 

SAS  CH_.CH_.CH_.CH_.Clinch- „ Cil,.. CH,. „ CH„ . CH.. < i 11.. ,t 11., ili. s.:il- /O.Na 
j        ¿        ¿ ¿ ¿        ¿        ¿        ¿        ¿        ¿ ¿ .   ».   .-     ' 

The term "biodegradable" needs a bit of clarification 

There is no black and white distinction between cou; o mis 

t.at are biodegradable and these that are met.  It is a 

matter of rates of destruction,  Lltimateiy ail determents 

are degradabie, but ones in which t lie prore ,s is relatively 

slow, in whicli the determent molecules persist through the 

8ewaL;e treatment and out on to rivers and lakes ate said to 

be non-biodegradable. 

For a long time it was believed b,at hydrocarbons were not 

subject to attack by micro org ai i sms „  Later it was found 

that they are subject to attack, but that the rates are low 

and that the attack is obscured by the more rapid biological 
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attack   on   otliei    ...or.,    rwnivc    püiiniis,       Now,    it    bas    been 

fuund   that    ii,    IMO   world   of   micro   organisms,    diluent    sn.trci,. 

ing   ran   discover   or»;..n i si.is    th.it   can   attack    almost   aJl   organic 

matter,    but   .it   ••reatly   uiffereat   rates        Dunn,-   '..or Id   *ar   II, 

a   seemingly   intractable   problem   aroso    in   the   complex   fuel 

systems   oi    lighter   aircrait    in   w,  rl,    the   fuel    system^    t|M» 

were   kept   scrupulous 1>    CUMH   beam-    ,  lu.-'ed,    oiten   with 

resulting   disaster.       alt-r   mud.    time   and   ,liort    it   was   reveal 

ed   that   micro   or¿-aiisims   wore,    in   fact       living   ,<nd   proliferating 

in   ¡he   hydrocarbons   of    Un,   Uni   and   p.enera t , up,   .„ateríais   that 

pl"Cßed   the   system.       Minute    tia:«s   ul    essential   nitro>.,en   and 

phosphorus   compounds   must   !i,,ve   leen   present Die   discovery 

tliat   the   problem was   the   re,„lt    «,j    micro   organisms    living   m 

and   consuming   petroleum   hydrocarbons   as   foodstuff   was   received, 

at   first,    incredulously.      but    the   final    recognition   of   the 

nature   of   the   problem   led   to    MS   ultimate   solution   and,    of 

equal   or   í;ie,tter   i inpor + an« e ,    .poned    the   door    to   the   .i.-vclop 

ment   of   the   modern    pro, e ,a   whereby   selected   micro   01,^1^,3 

consume   straight   ebani   I .yd roc., rl,„ns    i 11   Kerosene   or   pas    oil 

(touetlnr   with   added    essential    nitrogen   and    pi ,os nhorus   com- 

pounds)   and   the   accumulated   mass   of   mirro   organisi s   are 

collected   as   a  new   and    important    source   of   protein   foodstuffs. 

It   is   well   known   that   the   aromatic   ria,;   is   very    resistant   to 

decradation.      In   the     uo   «iet.-r, c   t,    ra.id   biodégradation 

iroceods   only   to   a   Methyl   ..roup   Lra,,< h   on   the   liydr.ic .rbon 

chain,   i.e.    the   chum   is   shortened   by   o„ly   one   of   two   carbon 

atoms;    then   a   very    slow   im.r^s   of   degradation   takes   over. 

The   molecule,    thus   remains   virtually   intact    and   retains   mo,t 
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of its íuriace activity and capaciti to loam for a long 

time.  In contrast, with an Las detergent, biodégradation 

proceeds unl.indered along the entire length of the linear 

(unbranched) hydrocarbon chain ail the way to the aromatic 

ring.  The ring is résistait to rapid degradation, but the 

remaining f raginont, which is an aromatic sulfonate a id is 

devoid of any hydrophobic hydrocarbon chain* lias,therefore, 

no longer any surface activity, nor any capacity to present 

intractable foaming problems in the sewage disposal. 

Furthermore, here it should be emphasized that problems of 

biodegradability of synthetic detergents in Iran have 

scarcely arisen up to this time.  With only a few exceptions, 

sewage is disposea of in Iran by seepage and percolation 

into the soil, most oi which isv in Iran, sand, gravel and 

detritus which is ideal lor that purpose. * Little is known 

at present of the processes of .ewage decomposition in deep 

soil percolation where temperatures and oxygen concentrations 

are low.  In any case, problems relating to detergent bio- 

degradability do not arise so long as the input of sewage to 

the cesspools is not gruater than the percolation capacity 

of the soil to carry off the liquid fraction.  In a recent 

incident, a large new hotel in Tehranv in a rush program to 

get ready for the big October celebration, used much ,UlS da- 

terrants and flushed them to lar¿,e and seamingly adequate 

cesspool-percolation pits.  There followed oxtemivu foaming 

that rose and flooded above the covered pits, and presented 

temporarily a considerable nuisance, 

•  Mr. ii.Veldes-Pinilla, L.N.World Heulth organimtion Tehran & 

keg ional Water board. 
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However, soil percolation aa a means of sewage disposal 

has its limits.  Tehran, with a population now close on 

3.5 million persons, is saturating its subsoil with app- 

roximately half a million cubic meters of sewage every 

day.  This presents several problems.  Already the por- 

colating sewage is penetrating into the subterranean water 

table in places, especially to the south of the city where 

the water table is only 5 to 10 meters below the surface, 

and is leading to pollution of this valuable asset. 

Though the soil through which the percolation occur» is 

an efficient filter lor removal of solid materials and 

act« to some extent as a zeolite adsorbent for some 

dissolved materials, its capacity to remove these materials 

is soon exhausted by the constant flow of new sewage.  The 

pollution, now well started, is very serious and ominous 

for the future.  In recognition of this problem, a plan 

lor a sewage system for Tehran is in the making.  The 

construction of a sewage system is to be spread over the 

next four Five-Year Huns.  It will be a very ambitious 

project with a vast money requirement.  The treated and 

innocuous fluid effluent will be used for irrigation. 

Though the implementation of this plan is sevural yours 

in the future, it does raise problems relating to the uso 

of hard or non-biodegradable detergents.  There can bo 

little doubt that the use of approciable amounts of ABS 

detergents (the kind currently being produced and used in 

Iran) will render such sewage treatment plants inoperable. 

In Tehran, the water from the Karaj reservoir Is hard 

enough to foster the replacement of soaps by synthetlo 
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determents, and if AUà de t or;;ei. t.-, are the o..l> oj.es available, 

trouble can be expected when a sewage .system comes into opera- 
tion. 

Lisewhere   in   Iran   there   are   potential    tronóle   spots   wi>e   ••   the 

uae   of   non-biodegradable   Alia   deter, ent   e ,n      i ve   trouble        In 

Isfahan   a   comprehensive   sewu, o    system   .is   Loin;,   developed   con- 

taining   a   modern   sewage   treatment   plant.        >t   present   the 

system   serves   only   an   area   co!, ta in i nr.   approximately   .'•(•,.000 

persons   (out   of   a   total   of   65OvO00  persons).      This   sv-tom   19 

to   be   expanded   as   rapidly   as   funding   permits.      It   appears   a 

good   system  designed   by   Israeli   engineers   and   constru    ted   by 

French   contractors        Already,    however,    the   present    plant   is 

plagued   with   extensive   foaminp.    problems.      i his   anil,or   vj-xted 

the   plant   in   mid-November   and    saw   the    intr.ic tal 1 <•    , oam   rising 

above   the   treatment    basins   and    in   some    case»   alow    Ui<> 

panels. 
tro1. 

In   considering   and   visualizing    this   rroblem,    it   is   important 

to    remember   that   in   sewage   treatment   we   ave   dealing   with   a 

foul   and   septic   fluid   and    that    the   foam     generated   iron,   it   is 

similarly   foul   and   septic.      ihe   generat.on   of   mountains   ol 

foam   is   itself   a   nuisance,    but   in   overflowing   and   covering   all 

equipment,   control   panels,    etc,    it   renders   all   ol    it   foul   and 

dangerous   to   operators   and   maint   .ance   men.      It   is,    indeed   a 

serious   problem.      The   use   of   the   newer   non-bi .degradabl e   de- 

terments   completely   eliminates    this   problem, 
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The rest of the sewage at Isi'aJan, i.e., tliut from 630, O00 

le^s ¿*ü,UOü (suwdi'.e treated) persons, is currently being 

disposed of into cesspool-purcolation pits.  already t lie 

volume ol' sewa,,e has risen to a proportion tint is pollut- 

ing the subterranean water table froi.i wi.ich the c 11 \ draws 

its fresh water.  Everywhere in lian, this is beconn   a 

serious problem and the first step in its solution is to 

promote general recognition ol it.  because of paucity of 

water in lian, it is essential that underground w iters be 

preserved from pollution.  Obviously easy and inexpensive 

cesspool-soil percolating will remain the preferred method 

oJ sewage disposal in towns, villages and wherever popula- 

tion concentration is low.  lint in all major population 

centers, ultimately ;><<me kind of sewage disposai systems 

will be required and 1 he use of AliS de ter,",» ni s wilJ make 

them inoperable. 

In Ahwaz a relatively small portion of the sewage i> aerated 

and chlorinated to render it less noxious and then dumped 

into the Karun iiiver, thereby creating a nuisame in the 

river.  This author witnessed extensive foaming above and 

about the sewage aaration chlorination planto  fhe rest of 

the sewage is disposed of by cesspool-soil percolation. 

In Abadan and hhorramshahr the sewage goes into the Arvand 

Kud, soiae of it with aeration and elsewhere along the 

Persian Gulf, sewage is dumped untreated into estuaries 

and bays and creates localized  nuisances that will re- 

quire correction as population densities rise.  Sewage from 
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industrial plants is particularly cl.ifii.cnlt because it 

usually contains higher cone on * rat i uns of dissolved 

materials than does ordinary municipal sewa/ze   The 

dissolved materials cannot be removed by conventional 

sewage treatment processes, e.g. sedimentation and actí 

vated sludge processing, and remain in the ciarlìi ed 

effluent. ABS  determents are in this class, remainr-'e 

in the clarified effluent as a pollutant to rivers and 

lakes or to subterranean water reservoirs.  soaps, which 

are completely precipitated by metallic ions and the 

soap and suspended precipitate completely degraded in 

activitated trickling fillers, present, therefoie, no 

problems.  It is obvious that every effort should Le made 

by careful planning to reduce the amounts of dissolved 

materials in clarified sewage effluent.  The maximum use 

of soaps where water hardne 3 permits is a step in tin» 

direction.  In Tehran, it is planned that such clarified 

effluents will be used l'or irrigation,,   a use that i - very 

sensitive to the presence of all dissolved materials. • specia- 

lly since evaporation allows such materials to a'cmmiate in 

the soil and render it sterile. 

Other imposant components ei synthetic detergent formula 

tions, besides the organic surfactant  include the "builder" 

usually sodium tripolyphosphate, and a filer, usually 

sodium sulfate (Glauber salt).  Both of these materials are 

used in appreciable amounts and both are water soluble. 

The builder is used in widely varying proportions depending 

upon whether the detergent is a light or heavy duty agent 

and in amounts up to 6u> by weight of the entire composition. 
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The sodium sulfate functions as a low coat, inert and water- 

soluble filler to reduce the proportion of active components 

to   practical   working   concentrations. actually   its   propor- 

tion   in   the   finished   powduz^ed   detei,,ent    is   dictated   i     te   by 

the   sulfonation   technique   employed    than   by   ,uiy   considerations 

as   a   diluent.       where   sulfuric   acid   (luO>   H   SO,  )   is   employed, 

a   considerable   excess   of  acid   must   be   used   to   push    the    reaction 

to   completion,    and   usually    the   excess   acid   is   neutralized   with 

soda   ash   or   caustic   soda   when   the   entire   re iction   mixture   is 

converted   to   the   sodium   salt.       Under   such   cond   t:-. cms.    the 

amount   of  Glauber  ¿alt   (Na2So;+   lOh^u) produced   and   remaining 

in   the   mixture   as   an  inert   diluent   may   exceed   3(>„      More 

modern   techniques   01   sulfonation   enipLoy   sulfur   trioxide   ( SO. ) „ 

either  directly   as   such   or   as   a   solution   in   sulfuric   acid 

called   oleum.      In   thee   systems,   not   only   is    t ,e   sulmr   tri- 

óxido   a  more   active   sulfonating   a,,unt    than   sull'urie    «    id,    but 

the   SO     reacts   with   the   water   of   reaction   and   pushes   the    sul- 

fonation   reaction   to   completion.      The   final    sulfonated   mixture, 

thorefoie,   contains   only   a   slight   excess   of   sulfuric   acid,    so 

that   when   the   sulfonation   mixture   is   neutralized,    only   a   little 

Glauber   salt   diluent   is   formed       That   is   desirable   in  making 

concentrated,    heavy  duty   or   liquid   detergents,   but   when   it   is 

desired   to   market   a   product   similar   to   that   made   by   the   earlier 

sulfuric   acid    techniques,    powdered   Glauber   salt   is   frequently 

added   to    the    final   com, osition        It   is   therefore   e   sential   that 

Iran   develop   adequate   productive   facilities   to   produce   SO     and 

oleum   l'rom   the   abundant   sulfur, 
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The.e   materials   -   builders   an^   diluents   ~~   are   imporLaut   to 

our   considerations   herein,    because     a)      their   manufacture 

must   be   provided   for   in   any    integrated   detergent   industry 

and        b)     being   soluble   end-products   in   any   dehir, eut   use, 

their   effect   as   pollutants   must   be   considered .      bteps   have 

already   been   taken   to   provide    a   domestic    production   <>'     soi a 

ash   used   to   neutralize   the    »u 1 fonati ..n  mixture   and   uith 

which   to   convert   phosphoric    acid   to   trisodiurn   pliosphate   (used 

in   heavy  duty,   alkaline  detergents)   and   to   sodium   t.ripoly 

phosphate   (now  virtually   the    standard   synthetic   determent 

builder). 

Because   these   materials   are   water   soluble    their   possible 

effect   as   pollutants   in   the    percolated   effluent   into   sub- 

terranean waters   and  as   sewage   treatment   effluents   into 

rivers,   lakes   and   coastal   waters   should   be   considered. 

1/ven   when   the   synthetic   determent   compositions   ,iru   u       ;    \ n 

vast   quantities,,    it   is   obvious    that   these   materials   become 

diluted   to   very   low   concentrations   in   their   final   disposal. 

Sodium  salts   are   undesirable    in   irrigation  waters,   but 

sodium   sulfate   is   far   less   toxic   to   plants   than   sodium 

chloride.     Generally,   the   undesirable   sodium   component 

in   irrigation  waters   can   be   kept   within   manageable   limits 

to   the   average   crops   of  cereal    grams,   vegetables   and   fruit 

trees   by  periodic   flooding   and   run   off.      Similar  considera- 

tion«   apply   to   the   pliosphate    builders,   but   with   two 

differences i - 
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a) all   polyphosphates  gradually   hydrolyze   to   simple 

orthophosphates   whicJi,   though   they  have   little 

colloidal   and   complexing   properties   (as   compared 

to    the   polyphosphates),   still    have   a   strong   affinity 

Tor   ¡ .any   sui]       components,    o.g.    zeolites,    and    tend   to 

be   adsorbed   and   retained   in    the   soils.      The    phos,    ates, 

therefore,   would   seem   to   pose   o. ly   a   minor   problem  as 

a   pollutant. 

b) The   phosphates   are  important   fertilizer   components. 

In   fact,   the   use   of  phosphates   in   fertilizers    is   the 

biggest  use   for   phosphates,    dwarfing   in   amount   all 

other uses   combined.     The   use   of   phosphates    in   synthetic 

detergents    is    Lhe   second   largest   use   for   these   materials, 

but   in  aggregate   is   relatively   small   as   compared   to 

fertilizer   uses.      The   use    of    phosphates   as   deteigent 

builders   has   become   complicated,   however,    becau   e   it 

has   been  caught   up  in   and   indicted   as   a  major   water 

pollutant   in   the   international   hysteria   that    is   now 

gripping   the   entire   world.       .After   a   long,    long   period   of 

apathy   toward   frequent   warnings   against   the   pollution   of 

our   atmosphere   and   aquasphere,    there   nas   been   a   sudden 

awakening,   and   with  an   intensity   that   borders   on   hysteria 

Unfortunately,   many  complex   technic il   considerations   are 

involved,   most   of  which  are   beyond   the   comprehension   of 

the   public   at   large,   and   so   a   vast   ignorance,    coupled 

with   a  deep   fear   of   that   which   is   unknown   and   ill-compre- 

hended,   has   gripped   the   world   and   lias   been   farmed   to 

greater  intensity   by   leaders   of   little   und   rstanding   or 
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with special interests to foster.  Tiiis is not to say 

that the present deep concern relative to the growing 

pollution of our planet is not a good thing,' but that 

time will be required lor the problems to bo evaluated 

and more fully understood and for the confusion-'-' derat- 

ing hysteria to abate.  This concerns us here, because 

the use of phosphates in synthetic determents has become 

charged as one of the major villians in the current 

hysteria and now the term " eutropliic.it i on" is on the 

tongue of even ill-educated people.  That term actually 

means to make rich in dissolved nutrients.  It lias been 

observed in recent years that rivers, irrigation and 

drainage canals, ¡onus, lakes, even reservoirs have become 

choked ..ith dense growths of water hyacinth, algae and 

fungi.  This relatively sudden proliferation lias been 

traced to a greatly inci eased concentration of ( laut 

nutrients in the water of such streams.  The two  ai ticular 

nutrients that have greatly increased have been nitrogen 

(mostly as nitrites and nitrates) and phosphates, and i.ost 

of this has come from run-off and drainage from heavily 

fertilized agricultural ar as in the new "green revolution" 

which is to cure or alleviate widespread hunger in the 

world.  In the indictment of fertilizer materials in this 

problem, phosphates from the sewage disposal of synthetic 

detergent have been similarly charged, and, in fact, in 

the intemperate charges that have been thrown about, the 

part played by fertilizers has been almost forgotten and 

the role of phosphates from synthetic detergents as a 

polluter has been greately magnified.  In America, where 
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this hysteria has become particularly pervasive, the biß 

three detergent makers (Procter and Gamble, Lever Brothers 

and Colßate Palmolive) rushed to cancel large contracts 

for sodium tripolvpliosphate and initiated crash research 

programs to find suitable autoritatives to the polyphos- 

phale builders.  Tl.ey began a furious marchand i s i ng of 

"New Determents - Contain No Phosphates".  These deter- 

gents were heavily loaded with soda ash, sodium silicates, 

and sudium nitriolotriacetic acid (NT.\).  ihey were dan- 

gerously alkaline and performed very badly as determents. 

In the two years of tins hysteria, the crasli rese.u eli 

programs have uncovered no suitable alternativ«.— to the 

polyphosphates that perform weil and which do noi in- 

troduce even greater technical, economic and ecoj o<, i cd 

problems than those charged against the (,honpha te ;->.  It 

is indeed fortunate that legislative machinery is slow 

and cumbersome, which is the only thing that has prevented 

the widespread enactment of impulsive laws pro ilo ting, the 

use of phosphates in synthetic detergents,  A lew such 

laws were rushed into being and will require reconsidera- 

tion, for now that the dust is settling, it is Seing, rea- 

lized that  a) phosphates in detergents are not the major 

source of «utrophication, and  b) there are no suitable 

alternatives to polyphosphates as synthetic detergent 

builders, and    c) the eutrophication problem is nut the 

ultimate disaster as it was initially portrated.  The 

popular pendulum swings widely and wildly.  .lire .dv in 1.5. 

and in Lurope, there are strong reactions against bans on 

the use of phosphates in synthetic detergents.  i he over- 
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reaction   against   eutrophication  may   .veil   do   much   harm 

to   reasonable   and   intelligent   efforts   to   preserve   a 

relatively   unpolluted   atmosphere   and   aquasphere. 

But   for   our   purposes,    it   is   important   to   observe   that 

polyphosphates   are   essential   to   the   production   of 

effective   and   economic <U.   synthetic   determents}   and    that 

their deleterious efiVct   on   the   pollution   of   our   uater 

environment   has   been   crossly   exaggerated.       There   is, 

therefore,   no   reason   to   reconsider   the   cm rent   plans 

to   produce   sodium   tripolyphosphute   in  Iran. 
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IV   -     SYNTHETIC   ÜbTbUOhNTS   TO   MLLT   IHL   FbTUKh   NLLDS   l *    lKaN. 

From  all   that   has      said   above,   it   is   apparent   that   the 

selection   of   a   type   of   detergent   for-   the   future   expansion 

of   the   industry   in  Iran   involves   some   complex   consid   ration.^ 

For   the   present   and   until   the   major   cities   of   Iran   develop 

sewage   collection   and   treatment   systems,-— and   except   for 

Isfahan,    this   appears   at   least   ten   years   in   the   future   •— 

the   present   production   of   hard   detergents   based   on   branched 

alkyl  benzene   sulfonate   (ABS)   appears   to  warrant   no  change* 

The   Alid>   surfactant   has   tue   advantages   of   a  good   raw  material 

situation,   a  modem   production   facility  with   capacity   lor 

present   needs,   a   well   developed   know-how   and   experience   rang- 

ing   all   the  way  from   raw  materials   through   to   finished   market- 

able   detergents,   and   a   market   (domestic   and   in  L.b.6   i     )   which 

accepts   its   excellent   performance«      All   tlto-.e   considerations 

are   strong   factors   against   change. 

The   dodecyl   benzene   (DUB)   plant   at   Abudan   if    currently   produc- 

ing  at   close   to   10,000  m. tons/a   and   could     under   pressure 

increase   that   output   to   12,000  mt/a.      The   10,000   mt/a  of  UDli 

yields   15.000  rat/a   of   sodium dodecyl   benzene   sulfonate   ( lii'Jio ) , 

which   in  commercial   detergent   formulations   containing   an 

average   30?»  surfactant   yields   50,000   mt/a   of   finished   detergent 

The   DDB   and   compounded   detergent   consumed   and   estimated   for    the 

period   I960   through   1972   is   given   in   Table   No.l. 
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Table No.l 

DDB 

Consumed in. tons 

1966 1800 

1967 2600 

1968 5OOO 

1969 6800 

1970 ÓkvO 

1971 lo,000 

1972 (Lstimat ed) 12,000 

1973 (tbtimat eü) 1 5 » UüO 

Compounded Determent Containing 3 > 
òurfac tant 

Domestic 

8,900 

ll,3O0 

15,000 

20,500 

2 7,500 

31,oo() 

Ü0.OO0 

52,000 

30 

1,800 

10,000 

13,500 

20,000 

20,00O 

2o,OoO 

25.0O0 

Total 

8,930 

13,100 

25,000 

3-'4,000 

'*2y 500 

"J , ()• >0 

00 v * 'OO 

NoTh:     1 ton DDB yields 1.5 tun sodium DDB sull'oliate (DDJh>) 

1 ton DDB Sull'oliate yields 3.33 ton compounded <J< «-••rc'iit 

containing 30> surfactant 

Thus, 1 ton DD13 yields 5.0 tons compounded determent,, 

from the above, it is apparent that the 1971 production of 

synthetic determents (containin, an average of 30> of 0D1 - 

iuríactant = Alió  determent), just consumes in its entirety 

the 10,000 mt/a production of DDB.  assuming no important 

changes in l>.á.ú.u.    or other exports in the near future and 

that the domestic demand continues to ¿jrow at a rate compar- 

able to that of the throe years ¡receedin^, domestic require- 

ment of synthetic determent:, will reach 60,0o0 mt/a in 1)72, 

which will consume completely the 12,000 mt/a of DDD that can 
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be    avallai.le    from   .»hai. m   i . • t roe e ei.i ¡ i   al   íO e   have   already 

noted   tliat   12,UM)   mt/a   of   UDII    i-,    the   laxiiimm   that   can    la- 

i roduced    iron   tnat   som ce.       It    is   apparent,     t!.i   •l'.ro,     th.t 

additional    production   facilities   will    he   ix'>|rin.:H   iu>    i.xt>-r 

t    an   early   1973,    -   <>r   altern , tivo ly    it.   orts     -1    huh    in    amounts 

of    the   dif i'ui-ence   between    pmduo t. i < •]     and    re.jni i eii.ent  • 

Lquaily    ¡111,0   tant    in    the   final    c 01.1   . a IK ; ed    tiot.i    eut     ìK     the 

builder,    now   almost    nniver     ,lly   sodium    t ri ] -oly phos    hat.> 

(Na^1J^0
lü)    (öTI^J.       ihe   l'une Li on   of   the   le  ilmr   is   cuplox, 

acting   as  a   colloidal   suspending   agent,    a.-    a   le.v>    i.a.il 

séquestrant,    and,    doubtless,    , erfurinu,;;   many   1 ore   snl.fln 

functions.      It   is,    thm clore,    not    to   he   ro-arded   as   an 

optional   adjunct    to    the   surfactant,    but    a-    an   e ..sei   ti al 

Component   of    the   compounded    i'etcr.eit 1   1     all    the   material- 

tliat   proviue   properties   ..1    a   h-   ileer   in   vary i up   de.'.iees. 

sodium   tri pol> phe.spP.it e   ha--   been   fourni   to    provide   Mi     •    •   t 

conihination   of      rop. • r t ies ..        1 • • t ra-sod ium   py roph. spha t • •     M so 

oorv.'S     is    ui   effective   li'llih.T,    but    the   dotor, mi    indn-.trv 

has    pretty   much   settled   on   ö'ITP   as   the    , refer   ed   builder. 

For   special   uses,   as   in   heavy   duty   industrial   determents, 

the   building   action   of   sTPl'   is   frequently   augmented   with 

other   more   alkaline   a, ents   such   as   sodium   silicate   (Na_è>iO. ) 

soda   ash,    trisodium   phosphate   (Na   ID, )   and   others, 

It    is   important   to   note,    also,    that    in   the    usual   commercial 

determent   the   amount   of   ó'Vl i    used   usually   exceeds   that    of 

the   surfactant   by   a   e o..si< •-1 ,t. • 1 e   margin.       l'or   exam   I^J    xn   U.S. 

a   widely   used   household   detergent   has    the   following   approxi- 

mate   composition,- 
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LAS  Surfactant 20 wt,% 

STPP ¿4 5 .• 

Glauber   Salt   (Na  SO,.10H   O) 2 5 " 

Moisture,   enzymes,   c aar boxy  methyl 

cellulose,   perfume,   etc. io " 

Without   the   STPP,    the   effectiveness   of   the   detergenty   action 

falls   off  rapidly.      Without   exaggeration,    it   may   be   said    f .at 

without   the   assistance   of  an   effective   builder,   the   synthetic 

detergent   industry   could   not   have   achieved   its   present   success, 

The   STPP   is   used   in   synthetic   determent   preparations   in   widely 

varying   amounts   depending   upon   the   ultimate   function   of   the 

determent,   e.c-   from   20   to   60   weight   percent   of   the   total   com- 

position}   with   abwut   UO'fi   an   overall   average.       lor   our   computa- 

tions   below   for   Iiaiiian   synthetic   determents,    ,in   average   of 

35^   STPP   lias   been   used. 

At   present,   all   the    bTPP   requi    ud    by   the   fir;'Winf,   donu •  tic 

determent   industry   is   imported.       It    is   anticipated   that   J ! an 

will   soon   have   a   production  facility   lor   >/f 1 1 ,   winch   mist, 

however,   wait   on   the   sup,ly  of   sona   ash   to   come   from   the   NPC 

facility   near   Shiraz.      .\   recent    study   *   estimated   the   require- 

ments   for   STPP   (based   on   an  avera, e   STPP   content   of   35>   m 

commercial  determents;   as   follows?- 

*     — Marketing   Han   for   sodium   (...rix.nato,   Sodium   bncarboiutu 

And   Sodium  Tri polyphosphate    prepared   by   P.i.   International 

Man ugeiaent   Consultants,   Liu,,,    28   October   11'71   -  Tehran, 
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Table No.2 

STPP KL^ulRfc^NT 1,\ M.TONS/A 

1971 
197A 

1975 
1976 

NPC   Production 

0 

18,000 

24,000 

30,000 

Imports 

18,000 

9,000 

5,ooo 

5, ooo 

Total   Requirement 

18,0O0 

27,000 

29,000 

35,000 

It   i8   obvious,   therefore,   that   around   1974  or   1975,   when 

the   demand   for   commercial   detergents   (combined   domestic   and 

exports   to   U.S.3.R.)   already   excede   the  domestic   productive 
facilities   for  Uuh,    the   doi(land   r<)r   ^^   ^   ^^   ^ ^   ^ 

domestic    productive   capacity.      Now   is   none   too    soon   to   commence 
Planning   ror  neecU   that   w±11   bü   Illanil.ü8t   ln   oMiy    ^   y   ^  ^ 

DDB   und   in   four   years   for   aTPP.      The   déterminât i on   ul    what   kin«! 

of   surfactant   .we   should   plan   to   produce   to   fill   the   burgeoning 

needs   is   a   primary  and   pressing   purpose  01   this   study.      equally 

important   is   to  define   the   anticipated   needs   of   STPP,   so   that 

Plans   for   production   of   adequate   supplies   can   be   developed. 

We   have   already  concluded   that   a   hard   or  non-biodegradable 

surfactant,   such  as   U3S,   will  provide  major difficulties  in 

the   urban  centers  within   the  next   decade.     It   is,    in  fact, 

a   type  now  considered   obsolete,    even   legally   banned   in  much 

01   the  world   since   1968-I970.     So   long   as   it   servos   the 
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Iranian   economy   well   and   efficient J yt   consiueratiuns   as   to 

its   replacement   by   newer   biodegradable   surfactants   need   not 

concern  us.      but   thu   need   to   create   facilities   lor   the   pro- 

duction   of   additional   surfactant   within    the   next    two   <,r 

three   years   (or   resort   to   appreciable   and   mourning    in, ort»;, 

compelía   us   to    iake   an   early   decision   as   to   the   typo    that 

will   be^t   serve   Iran. 

At   present,    some   60>   of   lian'a   population   is   living   in 

villages   and   rural   areas   ». itlmut   plans   for   sewage   disposal. 

* or   these   people   it   will   co> uinuu   to   be   expedient    to   dispose 

of   sewage   by   cesspool   -    soil   percolation.      T<<   meet   the   de- 

mands   lor   determents   in    these   areas,    ABS   de ter-, e its   will 

continue   to   be   effective   and   most   economical   ami    their   pro- 

duction   should   not   be   interrupted. 

However,   to  expand   the   production   of   alio   determents    to   meet 

the   growing   needs   of  uruan   areas   after   1975  would   be   short- 

sighted,      ouch   determents   wo ,ld   interfere   uit'.   and    impede 

the   development   of   essential   urban   sewage   systems.      for   the   e 

areas,   it  appears   quite   clearly   that   the   iroduction   of   some 

new,   effective,   economical   and  biodegradable  detergent   should 

be   developed.      Moreover,   with  export   markets  for   AUS   deter- 

gents   being   closed   by  growing   legal   restrictions   in   much   of  the 

world   (U.Ö.S.K.   still   uses  ABS,   but   we   have no   knowledge   as   to 

future  Russian  restrictions),   we   would   do  well   to   develop  a 

new  synthetic   detergent   that  can  serve   our growing  domestic 

needs   and,   at   the   same   time,,   can   be   exported. 
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Toduy,    there   are   many   types   of   surfactants   (determents, 

wotting   agents,   dispersing   and   emulsifying   agents),   each 

with   special   properties   that   yield   some   technical   or 

economic   advantage.     These   various   surfactants  will   bo 

considered  more  fully  under V  Chemistry   and  Technology   of 

Surfactants,   but   it      ay   be   noted   here   that   because   of   raw 

material   and   other   economic   and   performance   considerations 

only   a   few   surfactants   have   attained   lar¿;e   volume    produc- 

tion   and   even   fewer  will   merit   our   serious   consideration 

for   development   in   lian.       UÏ   these   surfactants,    only   two 

appear   to   meet   our   needs,    considering   biodegradability,   raw 

material   requirements,   ease   of   production   and   economy  and 

efficiency   ol*   function   :- 

à)      Lab   (linear  alkyl   benzene   sulfonate) 

e.g.      CH3(CH2)1;L^ /"        \ —SO  N« id 

and        CH   (CH2)   CH-. — SO  Na 

CH. 

H)      Sodium  linear   alkyl   sulfate 

e.g.   CH
3(CH

2)12_l6   .    O.S03Na 

A)   ia  already  in  large   acale   production   and   in use   in  much 

of   the   world.     B)   ia   newer,    its  markets   are  developing,   it 

ia   mora   completely  degradane   than A),   and  while,   perhaps, 

gL±chtly  riiore   costly   to   produce   than  A),   has   some   functional 
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advantages.  The SAS (sodium alkyl Bullonato) surfactants, 

mentioned earlier in this study, have some very large 

economic advantages w' ich are counterbalanced by some very 

imposing üisadvanta^es and are therefore dismissed 1 rom 

our consideration.  This is discussed in part IV, 

LAS is produced by condensing a linear alpha olefin, e. ¿j. 

CH (CH_)QCH»CH_ with benzene, followed by sulfonation and 

neutralization.  The production techniques are well develop- 

ed.  The only problems are concerned wi Lli the promu, ti m, of 

the linear alpha olefin and the control of the condona.it i on 

witli benzene so that isoineriz.ition to brune ud chain isomers 

is minimized.  Die resulting sulfonates are excellent sur- 

factants, foam well, have good calcium and magnesium solubi- 

lities, li,",ht color, low odor and excellent response to for- 

mulation with builders,  LAS detergents are now the largest 

synthetic detergent used in the world where laws require 

that a surfactant must be at least 80^ biodegradable.  If 

made in lian under efficient conditions, it cu- Id enjoy ex- 

port i.¡arrets.  There are ether, stili newer synthetic deter- 

gents with considerable promise,  hut if we adhere to the 

dictum that we want for Iran at this time o ly ¡roce ses and 

products that have been well developed and tested so that ail 

hazards of production, sales and uses are minimum, then we 

have little choice except to select LAS surfactant for our 

"second generation" detergent production.  In order to gain 

economies ol production and also to permit Iran to participate 

in the growing export markets for this material, a production 

facility considerably larger than the DÜD plant at Abadan 

should be planned.  The exact size must be defined by a market 

analysis in depth. 
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For a "third jjenerutjuri" surfactant to be developed in 

Iran in perhaps 198u-iy82, our choice may well bo  B) 

(sodium linear alkyl sulfate).  This requires the produc- 

tion of a linear, } rimary ^lo-^if alcohol,  as will be ex- 

plained in l'art Vt this can be manufactured by the saino 

type of polymerizatxon of ethylene with a Zieglor catalyst 

as will be usod by NPC/Mitsui in tho production of high 

density polyethylene, but with this differencei by control 

of conditions, the- polymerization is stopped when 2 to 11 

ethylene molecule have combined to yield a mixture of C.-C-, 

aluminimum alkyls, e.g. 

Transition   i CH2CH2 ^.CHgCH.. 
metaJ    iVMCH„CHv)*.CH.CH. 

e.g. TiCl 

aluminimum alkyl growth poly* 
mer 

a,b and c • 2 to 11.        Tl* d + b+G 

Then the Al alkyl growth polymer is blown witJi dry air to 

convert the Al  alkyls to Al alkoxides, followed by acid 

hydrolysis to a mixture of straight chain, primary C, to C«2 
alcohole.  This is then fractionated, the lower C, to C.^ k 10 
alcohols   being   channeled   to   the   production  of  plusticizers 

and   foam killers,   tho Ci2~Ci8to   aYnthetic  detergents,   the 
C„   -C_2  alcohols  to  developing   uses,   e.g.   special   surfactants, 
emollients,   plasticizers     etc.     liy varying  reaction conditions 
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a preponderance of C .-C.[, alcohols can bo produced at the 

expense of lower and higher alcohol fractions.  The C,„-C,„ 
1<;  lo 

alcohols are treated with oleum or SU~ for conversion to 

sodium linear alkyl sulfates.  Die products are superior 

surfactants with remarkable foaming properties, absence of 

color ano odor , compatibility with all anionic surfactants 

(in fact, usen to build foaming properties in low-foam deter- 

gents), and if made on a large enough scale their superior 

properties permit them to compete witi. lower cost S'irr ictants, 

Their only defect is a susceptibility to hydn.l v ,t,i.  in   •. i   ,i id 

solution» a condition rarely encountered in nomai ucu ; g. cy 

operati ns,  fliese linear primary alcohol sulfates ¡uve climbed 

in U.S. from near zero in I963 to over 3i)0,ouO,oOU lbs. in 1967 

and is still going up. 

In summation, considering, the present domestic and export 

requirements for synthetic detergents, the maximum out;ut 

of DDB from Abadan Petrochemical Co. will suffice only 

until the end of 1972,  Thereafter, there will have to be 

imports of DUB until new facilities are ctuated i or the 

production of additional surfactants. 

The new surfactant should be LAS (linear alkyl benzene 

sulfonate) which is a good detergent and is at least 80> 

biodegradable.  A sizeable ¡laut should be designed to 

produce linear alkyluenzene, its size to be determined from 

a market study which considers both the growing domestic re- 

quirements and exports of both linear alkyl benzene and sodi"in 

linear alkyl benzene sulfonato and finished c>.m¡ ouuded 

detergents. 
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A   study should also be initiated cov r . n,. i|,,, eco,.,-, ic 

and technical parameters of , rodiici.r n-prirarv ('   c 
L 2    '' 18 

alcol, ois by Zie^lur polymer i za ti on of ethyl ne, followed 

by air oxidation and hydrolysis of the ethylene ,,r„wtli 

polymers.  Though this product is contemplated as a '¡.sis 

lor a "third generation" synthetic uet r,e,,l, , ...,ti i 

therefore not of immediate importance, an earl, detailed 

review should be made in order to coordinate tl.is pos.slpJe 

manufacture within the overall scope of the M C, Mi t -\ 

Olef i ii Project . 

Jn addition, the im,,ort,me of Sili in swithotic d-t 

compositions should not he overlooked.  by l\)T>,    done 

production, which is not yet even sia ted, will \    -or 

adequate to supply the co,,; , „ed dome,tic and ex, ort , 

rnents for synthetic d t,I;,e. ts    31 experts to !.. 

beyond the 1971 2i,^,0 .;,. ton.-,, the in.ua, M.tCy „i , • 

»Tfl  production will be unr.n ns .von before V.r, *> t       p 

exports terminate by the  ml „1  1//1,  111   ,-(>l.  ti,, 

suffice until, possible, 1 ''7o-l*>77 .  i , aMb Per U:L.  x 

Of bl'PP  production ba.ed either  >n so..a a;  ,,r can.-t 

sho Id be developed witliout delay, 

r    e i • t 

tic 

e      i 11 - 

e   I   . i  l'i.'. 

" .    p. row 

111 

.11        ! i in 

1 C       '..-fl   l 

Furthermore,   consideration   shuld   be   .n«,,   to    tin,   domes ti 

production   of   other   important,    but    I e   ser   in   volume,    re- 

quirements i - 
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amounts,    like a)   a bovi?    in   alkaline   i.u.usiri  ti    ri no»r 

alno    in   box-board   »idinsivcg in    1' ? »,    V," "> '   m    to;  s   ol 

sodium   silicatos   we   e   unportuo. 

It   would    bu   lii¿;'ly   de-iraMe   to     foster   a   d >ni. .o.i c 

production   ol     ibis   unte-rial      «riti,o    its   .ivai bii.ilify 

to   a   /;rowin¿;   industrial   couirry   is   iiiport mt.       .odium 

silicatos    is   written    in    Mie   plural   because   it    is 

actually   a   whole    lo   il;    ol    compounds,   vir>in,",   both 

in   the   ratio   of   Na.,n    to   SiO.(   and    in   the   t!e;jri»e   ol 

Ijolynior i z.ition.      Ì*  a.ui'ac LU re   is   neither   coiu¡ lex   nor 

difficult s    finely   powdored,    lii¿,h   purity   silici   sand 
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is fused with soda ash and/or caustic soda and the product 

is powdered or dissolved in water.  It is offered to in- 

dustry in a series of b to lu ratios o] Na 0 :   àio, , 

Besides its use as a buffered alkaline builder in indust- 

rial synthetic determents (alon-j with affi), it is used 

extensively as a builder in laundry and industr: ti soaps. 

The high silica ratio material is used largely a.-? a low 

cost adhesive in the manufacture of corrugated box-board. 

Although imports of only ¿«750 m/tons in 1970 would su •,,• >,e.-, t 

a small volume specialty product, it is probable tl 

demand for these materials would expand greatly and rapidly 

if it became readily available at low cost lrmn a domestic 

source.  The raw material requirements should  resent no 

problems.  This manufacture should be recommended to 

cheiiicul producers in the private sector. 

d)   Most other components used in synthetic détestent compo- 

sitions are used in to small quantities to just i v domestic 

manufacture at tins time.  Sodium carboxy methyl cellulose 

is important in high ^rade syntlietic determents, but it- use 

at levels of only <J.5-2.0> woi Id hardly justify a local 

production, and its production is relatively complex. 

Perfume materials, though used in relatively small propor- 

tions, are high cost component 30       lhey are used in many 

consumer oriented products and the production of even 

limited variety should be recommended to private sector 

industry. 
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V   -      CHbMlSTKY   AND   TLCliNOLCKJY   Oi    aYNillLTlC   Dt/fLKOLiVfS 

A'   Generali        MI   detergents,    whether   soai s   or   synthetic 

detergents,    consist   oí    polar   molecules   with   very   strong 

dlpole   moments,    one   of   which   is   lipophilic   (or   hydrophobic), 

tli«   other   hydrophilic (or   lipophobic ) .      In   uso    this   d.,     >le 

extends   across   a   lipoid-waier   interlace   or  a   g ts-w,tter   in- 

terlace   and   strongly   reduces   the   surface    UM.S,(.II,    leading 

to   foaming   and   the   suspension   of  dirt   or   soil    or   the   er,uni- 

fication   of    two or   more   diverse   , liases.      The   art   oi    construct- 

in«   a   good   deter-out   consists    in   joining    in   a   öin(;lo,    staile 

molecule   a   lipophilic   «roup   (a   hydrocarbon   ; roup  win.be   charac- 

ter   is   determined   by   the   length   of   the   chain;,    and   a   hydro- 

philic   group   (e.g.   -   COON,,   -   bu^Na,    -   SO^Na,    -   K^N^).   These 

two   dissimilar   groups   must   be   Carefully   balanced   so    as   to   yield 

a   molecule   with   about    equal   attraction   to   u.ch    ,<r   the    tuo    phases 

In  soaps,   with   a   -   COONa   hydroj.hilic   -.roup   of   const.    ;    ,o!arity, 

the   lipophilic   hydrocarbon   chain   can   be   varied   by   the   choice   of 

fatty    acid   raw   material   to   yield   molecules   with   optimum   propor - 

ties.      For   cold   water,    full   foaming   toilet   soaps,   the   optimum 

lipophilic   group   lias   bean   found   to   be   a   C12-C1'4   hydrocarbon 

chain  derived   from  coconut   fat.      with   beef   or   mutton   tallow, 

a C16-C18   chain   results,   whose   hydrophobic   strength   is   a 

little   too   great   to   balance   the   -  CoONa   hydrophilic   pull,   re- 

sulting   in   a   soap   useful   OJly   in   hot   water. 

.All   calcium   and   magnesium   and   h'tvy   metal   s   Its   of   fatty 

acids   are   insoluble   in   water.      Soaps   are   useful   therefore, 

in  ths   presence   of   such   metallic   ions   only   when   used   in 
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quantities such that there is an «xctss of soap alter all 

the metallic ions have been precipitated.  Furthermore, 

all soaps, being composed oi' straight chain fatty acids, are 

easily attacked by micro-organisms and are read ly biodegrad- 

able. 

Most synthetic determents employ sulfonate (-oO.Na) or 

sulfate (-U-SO Na) hydrophilic ¿-roups which tiu somewhat 

stronger in hydrophilic properties than the c trboxyl (-C <>Na) 

group in soaps.  Moreover, the sulfonic and sulfuric acids 

are strong acids, yielding as tin» sodium s.tits neutral solu- 

tions, in contrast to the relatively strongly alkaline solu- 

tions produced by fatty acid soaps.  The calcium and ua.-rn-sium 

salts of the alkyl sulfonate s and alkyl sulfates have ap¡reci- 

able water solubilities and so can function advantugeo sly in 

hard water.  In non-ionic synthetic detergents, the hydrophilic 

group consists of an alternating aggregation of oxygen-contain- 

ing ethers or esters in hydrogen-bonding chains, and the 

strength of the hydrophile can be nicely adjusted hy the  uuh, r 

of ether or ester units incorporated into the surfactant mole- 

cule.  In cationic surfactants, (faity amine salts and quater- 

nary ammonium salts), the hydrophilic ,.roup is habed on 

nitrogen.   TheCationic surfactants are all s ..ill volume, 

high cost speciality materials. 

The lipophilic group is a hydrocarbon chain whose Ion th or 

number of carbon atoms is varied to increase or deci ease the 

lipophilic moment.  The molecular configuration of the hydro- 
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carbon chain ia impoitaut,  The best determents have the 

hydrophilic group attaci.ed to one und of the hydrocarbon 

chain» in the best wetting agents the attachment is at 

or near the middle oí tlie chain.  where ver> strong lipo- 

philic properties are desired, as, lor example, in oil 

soluble determents for use in internal combustion en ine 

lubricating oils, very long hydrocarbon chains or t\,o 

hydrocarbon gioups are joined via a benzene riti/; to one 

sulfonic acid group. 

In the manufacture of dodecyl benzene (ÜDB ) by alkylating 

benzene with dodecene (tetra propylene polymer), so c (¡is- 

ubetitution always occurs despite efforts to prevent it. 

Disubstitntion is usually minimized by carrying eut the 

alkylation with a large excès» of benzene.  in the final 

distillation of the DDB, the high boilin> "he.tvy ends" 

fraction is essentially di-doducyl benzene, 

C12H25,06H4-C12H25 

which if sulfonated yields an oil soluble, water insoluole 

product 

C12H25VC6H3,C12H25 

SO Na 

At   i>resent this heavy-ends fraction constitutes between 5 

and 6% of the DDD production, i.e. about 500 mt/a,  at 

present this is not recovered and is disposed of in fuel oil. 

The di-dodecyl benzene sulfonate has considerable value out- 

side of Iran, being used as oil-soluble detenente in internal 
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combuation lubricating oils.  It may, therefore, he worth 

saving the heavy-ends fraction, even in crude form, for 

sulfonation and use in lubricating oils. 

All detergents are classified into three categories, only 

the first of which is important to us in this study.^ 

a)  jjnio"ic surfactants, e.g. K.bü" Na+, wi ich include 

soaps, AUS, LaS, SaS, alkyl sulfates, etc.  ,U,out 

75-80% of ail synthetic detergents fall into this 

class.  These are the only large volume, low cost 

commercial surfactants.  This group also contains 

the largest number of variations in molecular 

structure, but the groat commercial bulk of the.e 

surfactants is provided by only a few types.  The 

LaS detergent couples the lipophilic linear hydro- 

carbon group to the - SO Na hydrophile through a 

readily sulfonatable benzene ring.  In others, e , £ 

SAS type, the lipophilic and hydrophilic groups rire 
coupled diructly. 

b)  The non-ionic surfactant.. in which the hydrophilic 

tendency is due to alternating oxygen atoms in ethers 

or ester« which are hydrated through hydrogen bonding. 

Usually a long chain lipophilic alcohol or phenol is 

considen.ed with ethylene oxide in the presence of an 

alkaline catalyst to lorm hydrophilic polyethylene 

oxide groups containing ó to 20 ethylene oxide ether 

units.  Thus, in this cia.s of surfactant, the strength 

of the hydrophilic group can also be modified to provide 

a nice hipóle balance. 
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This class of surfactant is se  ad in i port am. o v 'ion - 

stituting abeut l8-2ü^ó oí' all synthetic deter er.ts and 

emulsifying a/pents.  These iiiat.efi.il.- du not louzc and 

are compatible with both anionic and cationic sui facta» h 

This group of surfactants has a strong potential intone t 

to NPC because of the planne »roduct.ion of ethylene  *• He 

from the Nl'C/Mits' i Olefin Complex.  The production • 1 

these surfactants can consume verv lai, e amounts oí ethylene 

oxide and coi Id \ ield valu, i1 Je  roch'« ts l'or ¡  t>> the 

domestic and expert i.arkets.  In ,,«notai, the.e • e: -i a ics 

IT'i'      .ore c e.-. 1.1\  t ,,ii. the anionics  un  . i i e \a~. J co,  NV ¡i iv :lv 

oui\ in applications lor which they  rovine some special ad 

VdiiUji«, •. ü . in insecticide spray emulsions and in admix* ur> 
i th uU.or i r (. ' C V . r oft»; t 

c ) C.itio,  ic    S" r l   , c i a .   ; s    ( on a t. i '. a  11      i .- - -     t. ' ,.¡ n    1' ' \ • •       • • •     ••    ' 

all    svili,    f! t i c    si   i'l'.iri.  im-, . i   . o \      .li.    e .   e ¡. • ; ¡ \ •.      ' ; 

and    fave   s •  e c i .ti i 7. "í .       ses,    <  ,   < c J     < ,1    \» I   i c <     .i .•>    t . ,a i     ' •  • 

quarte;1        I . ..    .;i       '..t.its     .tie     .owe "h    1     liachr m;    t   I'-K 

tl l Sinl'ec tant s .        1er    e\tl,,    io,    iati  »1       . Mil    .     is ¡ .'-. - 

in   lian   to   disinfect    ir    its    and   ve;;etahles    ;-    a    Ì' ',. 

solution   of   dodecyl    tri    methyl   am: on 3 urn   c ! londe 

C10H„-.C1   +   (CH„)_N » >   C      H„r—   N(CH    ) 
1225 J   3 l <   - )       .        J   j 

There   is   a   relatively   new   suri a-i ant   of   this   class   '.vit h 

unexcelled   foaming   capacity      flic   amine   oxides,    eu¿;„ 

FH3 
SA?"   ? • 0 

ïliis   firoup   of   cationic   surfactants   has   no   immediate   in 

terest   in   this   study. 

(R)   Starai    ¡\   1'roducts   i »V.    of    ,i,:throp, 
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B*  Specific Surfactants!  The number of types of surfactants 

is already very lar^e and only ttm^e whici  t¡;ear relevant 

to this study are incluí ed hereinî- 

L r, ; e 

er 

!•  ABS (alkyl benzene sulfonate)1;  T,is was the l)rst lai 

volume, low coat and highly successful syntheti 

,\ent.  In L.b. and in Western Lurope within a .short 

period it replaced one half of all soap coi,sumpti. n„ 

It is still unexcelled in  function, but has been re- 

placed in much of U10 world because .a its nun biode^rad;(- 

bility. 

AUS   is macie in three successive s te is 

a)  Production of dodecene  Chemical .racle , ropvi.-ie is 

polymerized in the presence of sulfuric or paa ;, ..f.or i c 

acids to the tet ramer (dodecene - 1) 

k   CII_.C1I.C11_  "¿^».^ J       2 °r»T- H pp> e • Ü • Cll.uH.CH_.Cii. CH, .CII.C1 or n^ru^        j .    2 .    «, . 

CH-    CU     CH_ 

(dodecene - 1) 

Actually, the product is a mixture of several isomers 

also the polymerization of the propylene cannot be 

limited to the formation only of dodecene (C12), but 

there is obtained a mixture of polymers ran ti in^ from 

'¿x   propylene up to perhapsv lux propylene.  by care- 

ful control of the reaction, a polymer mixt re can he 

obtained in which kx   propylene (i.e. dodeceue) predo- 

minates, and fractionation yields a relatively pure 

OH-Cil. 
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dodecune.     The   lower   and   higher  polymers   (i.e.   light 

and   heavy   ends)   have   potential   uses,   but   in   the 

proce&s   as   practiced   at   Mbadan,   the   Ji;,ht   ends  consti- 

tuting   approximately   15%   of   the   polymerization   product 

go   to   the   petrol-pool,   and   the   heavy   ends,    approximate- 

ly   5%»   go   into   fuel   oil.     Because   the   hydro«     ri>on 

chain   in  dodecene   has   several   methyl   firoup   branches, 

a  synthetic   determent   produced   irom   it   is   non-biode- 

gradable . 

b)        Production   of   dodecyl   benzene   ( i »Uli ) t      The   dodecene 

from     a)   abo^e   is   condensed   with   benzene    in   the 

presence   of   anhydrous   HI   catalyst. 

CiÖ21.CH-CH2   •   C6H6J¡^C12H25Q   dodecylRbenzene 

This   is   the   product   from   Abadan   letrocliemic.il   Co. 

which is   produced   currently   at   lO,0()0   m   tons/a,   soon 

to  be   increased   to   12,000  m   tons/a.     Here,   also,   close 

control   is   essential.      The   HI   catalyst    is   anhydro-.s,    is 

expensive,   is   recycled,   and   in   the   presence   of  any 

moisture   is   very   corrosive   and   hazardous   to   jiersounel. 

In   the   production   of   Düb,   one   mol   of   dodecene   condenses 

with   one   mol   of   benzene,   but   it   is   difficult   to   prevent 

two   or   mora  molecules   of  dodecene   irom   condensing   with 

one   benzene  to   yield   varying   amounts   of   unwanted   di- 

and   tri-dodecyl   benzene.     In   order  to   minimize   the 

formation  of  di-and   tri-substitutod   products,   a  large 

excess   of   belimene   is   used   (10-15   mois   C -H¿ ) t    and   ths ö   o 
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•xcsss   of   benzene   and   Hi   catulyat  are   recovered   and 

recycled.   Despite   the   large  miss  of   batissns   used,   5.5. 

6.0«i of  the  product  is   a hsuvy-snds fraction which 
is  mostly  di-dodecyl   benzene.      Whan  the   product   is 

distiilad,    the   heavy-ends   fraction which  amounts   to 

55O-6OO  mt/a ia     disposed,   mostly  to   fuel,   with   a 

minor  proportion   being   uaed   as   a  hsat   transfer   agent. 

This  material  is   valuable  and   should   be   saved   sines 

it  can  be   sulfonated   to   yield  valuable   oil  solubls 

detergents   for use in   internal   combustion engin« 

lubricants. 

c)       The DUB  is   sold   by APC   to  be  processed   further   in 

the   private   sector.     The UD13  is   sulfonated  with 

concentrated   sulfuric   acid,   or,   better,   with  SO_ 

or  oleum   (SO    in  H SO. )   1 

C12H25 O* so. 
•*»C12H25# S03Na. 

Sulfuric acid is little ussd anymore bscauss it 

rsquirss a large sxesss of acid to push ths reac- 

tion to completion, and when ths reaction mixtura 

is finally neutralised ths sxesss acid lsads to ths 

formation of a lar^e proportion of sodium sulfata 

(Glauber Salt NagSO^.lOHgO). For liquid and for 

heavy duty detergents, this high proportion of 

sodium sulfate, which is an inert diluant, is un- 

dssirabls.  When SO. or oleum (U0-60> SO.) it used, 

the reaction doss not rsquirs a larga sxesss of 

sulfonating ayant, and the produot does not, thsrtfors, 
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contain  so   large  a   proportion   ol"   sodium   sulfate.      The 

sulfonation   is   usually   carried   out   in   stainle ,s   &t.el 

equipment   in  order   to  minimize   the  development   of 

color   in   the   product.     The   surfactant   product   is   then 

compounded   witli   STPP  and   other  components   in   varying 

proportions   to   make   the   finished   light,   medium   or 

heavy   duty  commercial   determents. 

Cost   figures   on   capital,   materials   and   operating   re- 

quirements   on   the   production   of   dmiecyl   benzene   lor 

ABS   manufacture   are   well   known   to  N.l'.c.   íroill     .badan 

Petrochemical   Co.   and   no   efioit   is   made   herein   to 

develop   them. 

a. Linear alkvl benzene sulfonates (LaS)i  This is the large 

volume, successful "second generation" synthetic détordent 

and the one herein recommended for development in Iran. 

Depending on the character of the lipophilic hydrocarbon 

group and its method of manufacture, its biodegradability 

may vary upwards from 80^> to ovor 90>.  In a brief time 

around I965, this type of detergent largely replaced non- 

biodegradable AUS  detergents in America, 1 astern europe, 

and by 19<>9 in Japan. 

There are a number of techniques for the production of 

LAS   surfactants, but essentially they may be reduced to 
two routest- 
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a)  Thermal cracking of C2o-CJQ  paraffin.0 ^ C^-C^ n-alpha 

e.g. CH3(CH2)y.CH.^^ 

Olefini 

C6H6 t ^1C13 

b)  MonocJilorination of ^10-C._ n-paraffin 

CH3(CH2)13.C1. 

3 

6H6   | ^ìcl3 Ì -HCl 

"2)l3 X^+ HC1 e'ß* CH3(CH2)5C,I"^HÍCH2^CH3 
CH,(CH9)13<^^ 

C¿H¿  * I A1C1 SH6 *J 3 

CH3(CH2)5-CH-(CH2)5CH3 

Ô 
Many companies are operating in this area and all have developed 

processes which differ in raw materials and in conditions and 

techniques of processing, and which yield linear alkyl benzenes 

which, after sulfonation, provide surfactants which differ some- 

what functionality and in biodegradability.  To attempt to cover 

all of these processes in detail would require a considerable 

effort to survey and appraise the large number of patents and the 

published literature.  This study attempts only to provide a broad 

survey and to establish basic values. A  detailed study of all pro- 

cesses and their variables should be undertaken as a first step 

toward entering this activity. 
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Considering  first   the   raw materials,   the  first  successful 

process   to  produce  an LAS  detergent   involved  the   thermal 

cracking   of a  high  molecular weight   (C20-C     )  paraffin 

wax   to  yield  a C1Q-C15  straight   chain  olefin fraction with 

a high  proportion  of   the unsaturation  between the  first and 

second   carbons,   i.e.   alpha  olefins.     This   technique was de- 

veloped   by Shell   ut  l'ernia,   Netherlands.     This  alpha  olefin 

fraction,   when  converted  into  a   linear  alkyl  benzene  sulfo- 

nate detargent   was  much  superior   to  ABS  detergents   in  biode- 

gradability,   but   it   suffered   from several  defectsi- 

a)     The   cracking   operation  gave   a mixture  with a  wide  range 

of  olefin chain lengths.     After  the  desired  C     -C 

fraction was   separated,   the   fractions   below and   above this 

rang«  constituted  a  significant   part  of  the   product and 

for which  adäquate markets  have not   been  found.     This re- 

sultad  in relatively high  costs  for   the  C,„-C.„   olefin 
10     15     —~* •*•** 

fraction.     For  example  Chevron  (Standard  Oil   Co.   of 

California)   in  1969 cracked   100,000,000  lbs  of  a wax 

fraction and  collected   the   product   in narrow  fractions from 

C5to C20»  wlth only 6o* of  i* cio~ci5 «oinß  into LAS deter- 
gents.     The  C10-C15  fraction   typically  contained 1- 

Alpha olefins 85>> 
Internal   olefins 8¿>> 
Diolefins 3% 

Saturated   hydrocarbon  3# 

Aromatica 0.5% 
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b)     The   C10"C15   olelin «»ixture,    while   containing   much   alpha 

unsaturation,   contaiiuil   also   cojisidurablo   unsaturate on 

distributed   in   a   random    l'asiiion   along   the   livdrocarLon 

chain.      Tuen   when   benzene   w.is   alkylated   with   this   mixture 

of   olefins   (e.g.   with   C-12   olefins)! 

The   alpha   C-12   olefin   reacted    thus; 

e.g.   CH   (CH2)   Cli»CH2+   O^H^ 
A1C1 

•-"••    ^»'^CJKj^Çl! 

Ci, 

and   an   internal lj    unsaturated   o Iff in   thus* 

e.g.   CH„(Cll„),CH=CH(Cii„ )C1U+CH,,;>1C1'j^   e . <• .    Cii    (ii. 

*•> 

Both   of   the.se   derivatives   may   he   biodegradable,    provided 

the   chains   are   unbranched     ¡own   to    tJie   carbon   co; nee ted   to 

the   aromatic   ring.      In    that   case,    the   molecule   bocones   de- 

graded   to   a   benzene   sulfonate   with   only   at   MOS I    one   or   two 

cariions   attacied   to   the   ring,    and   31 ch   f-d    iroduct    is   water 

soluble   and   without   suri ace   activity   or   ca.acity   to   loam 

however,    (in)   with   a   Ion;,   hydrocarbon   chain   attached   at   its 

end   to   an   aromatic   ring   yields   a   surfactant   which    is   an 

excellent   deter/,eut   with   good   foaming    properties»   wile 

(n)with   an   attachement   near   the   cottier    of   the   hydroc   ri on 

chain   is   a   much   poorer   detergent,    a   better   wetting,   agent, 

and   a   poor   foamer.     In   fact,    1 hese   detergents   because   of 

a   considerable   proportion   of   (n)type,   foamed   so   poorly  that 

the   addition   of   foam   builders   was   required«, 
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c)     The   selected   paraffin wax   fractions   i or   cracking   to 

alpha   olefins   have   not   buen   plentiful   and   have   imposed 

additional   costs   on   this   path   to   Lab   determents. 

With   the   development   of  molecular   sieve   adsorbents   (alu- 

minosilicate   zeolites)   a   practical   means   became   available 

for   separating  n-paraffina   from   paraifinie   kerosenes,   ai. 1 

provided   a   relatively   cheap   and   abundant   supply   of   i•.-¡»a 'ai fin* . 

A  number   of   highly   successful   proceas   have   been  developed   to 

exploit   this   technique,   e.o   IS0-S1V   by  l.imle-Union   Carbide, 

Molex   by  U.U.P.,   British  1'etroleum   process   and   Ensorb   by   LoSO. 

All   these   processes   are   relatively   similar.      A   lar,",e   plant 

feeding   a   kerosene   containing   25>  cl(/
c

1(s  n-paraffins     can 

yield   a   product   containing   over   <J fj>>   n-paraffms   and   winch   can 

be  fractionated   to   eive   'J0>  of   the   ^10-c15   parai fins   i resent . 

The   economics   of   the   process   xs   helped   by   the   removal   of   the 

n-paraffins   which   leaves   an   extricted   kerosene   which   is   a 

superior   jet   fuel. 

Still   another   proem,s   i'<»r   separatili.;',   n-paraffinr,   fron 

kerosene   is   the   uroa-clathr.it i on   system  do-vch.pcd   h\     -   «.'11     md 

Deutsche   Erdöl  A.G.      This   proceas   is   highly   se Lectivo   but   very 

little   about   its   economics   has   been   published. 

As   above,   with   paraffin  wax  fractions,    the   n-paraffins   se- 

parateci   from  kerosene      can   be   cracked   to   yield   olefins   rich 

in alpha   unsaturation   and   suitable   for   the   manufacture   of  n- 

alkyl   benzene  for   determent   production.     These   materials  are 

rather   better   in   function   than   the   products   front   wax   cracking, 

but   they   have  been   difficult   to   rid   from  a   kerosene   odor. 
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Alternatively, a technique has evolved in which the 
C10"C15 n-Paraf^in fraction is chlorinated tu >ield a C  - 

C15 mono   alkyl chloride.  In order to minimize di cliloro- 

substitution, only one third as much chlorine is introduced 

as would be required lor a complete conversion to mono 

alkyl chloride.  The economics of this process is much unproved 

if there is a use for the by-product HCl evolved, which contain« 

one half or all chlorine introduces.  The product, a C  -C 
10  15 

mono   alkyl chloride, is frequently rufen ed to as keryl 

chloride.  It is used in one oi two wuysi- 

m)  It may be dehydrochlorinated over an alluninosi 1icate 

cntn.lyst to V^-C^   olefin, which is then condensed 
W,L:      :''  e '" lhtí presence of ,,] Oi ., nr ff c ttiyst 
to :• ÍL     ^  l'i: tr alkyl benzene. 

j 

n)  It may be condensed directly with benzene in the 

presence of A1C13 using the lar/j« excels of un- 

chlorinated ^10'^15   n-paraffin that is present in 

the mixture as a reaction medium.  The excess of 

n-paraffin is recovered and recycled. 

All the;>e systems ¿ive linear alkyl benzenes, iue. the 

hydrocarbon chain attached to the aromatic ring is without 

branching beyond the carbon attachment to the ring, and there- 

fore, yields products with a relatively high biodegradability 

factor.  However, it must be noted that the chlorination of 

the n-paraffins produces chlorine substitution that i a random 

a.ong the hydrocarbon chain (and with very little substitution 

on the terminal carbons).  So, like with the olefina in which 
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th.r.   „as   an   appr.ci.Ll. a.nonnt   „,-   ,„.   „„saturât,.,,,   M.tribllt.a 

randomly   alon«    tIl.   glmi„.   alkyl.,tl<in   ,)f   bMiMnti   fcjth _ 

;""ld" ln '•"iC" '"u  "° •""«" ...".titutio,. i. .a,„ ri,„<lo,n> 
yields  an  alélate   in   whicl,   ,„„   „^^   ^^   ±<   ^^ ^  ^ 

°r  near  t.    the   ,„iJdl.   „f   th.  hydroCjrl,on cl„Un>     ^ch  uiili,c 

yield   surfactant»  which  are   servicele  but   ¡„ferio,-  to   tll„. 

m   „„ich   th.   ring  „ttachm.nt   i,   to   t,,e   .nd   of  th.   chain.     Th. 

resulting   LAS   d.te.'g.nta   have   excellent   ,.,„. 
"*cenent  "etting   , roportios  and 

poor  foann,,   which   is   usually  enhanced   by  addition«   ol     akyl 

sulfate,,   or   .llcanola..,in.   or   alkyl   .nine   oxide   fOM   booster,. 

Th. condensation reaction of the C c olefin or C - 

C al.yl halide with benzene is very .iIIlllaî\n techni^ïo 

th. condensation of dod.cene .nd b.nm.n. aa ,. now practic#d 

at .badán ,et, ochemic.l Co. With .il!tllar throughput,, capital 

and operating costs would Le virtually identical for th. r . 

C15 olefins. With the C10-C15.ikyichlorid. a mean9 of dis^ 

ing   of   the   evolved  HCl   must   be   added. 

3#   Sodiu»  «l"vl   •ulfonot..   {   RAQ   |r      These products   mado   from  C 
10 

C15 straight chained ,araffi„s have received intensive study' 

»nd O.C..US. of iow raw material costs, presented .„at pP0111.. . 

. pro-i... which, unfortunately, ha, not ueen home out hecus. 

of poor function! properties.  This class of detergent has now 

dropp.d out of serious development and is included h.rein only 

becaus. it. potential is so gre,t that it ,„ay ïot b. 9ucce89. 

fully d.v.lop.d.  Dupont (Dupono,), !.G. Karb.n ( „.r.olate), 
&SS0 and lloechsc all worked thi« *M-U • . 

°rk,d thls fleld intensively and all have 
ultimately backed away from it   lo--,«*.^ •> « ay i rom it.  Lssential a straight chain 
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paraffin  hydrocarbon   is   treated  with  a  mixture   of  SO 

and   Cl2 while   exposed   to   actinic   radiati, n: 

e.g.   GH3.(CH2)10CH3+S02+Cl2¿lLíÍ^CH3.(üH2)5Cll(cil2)4CH3 

SO   H 

-\a  with  the   limited   chlorination   of  n-paraffins   (See   B2 

above)   the   sulfonation   substitution   is   random,    giving   a 

complex mixture   of  products   that   are   better  wetting   agents 
tlian  detergents. 

Similarly,    efforts   have   been   made   to   treat   alpha   olcl'ina 

directly with   oleum  or   SO     to   get 

CH3.(CH2)13.CH-SO  Na 

CH3 

The   products,   however,   are   complex,   containing   beside   the 

desired   linear   sulfonate,    appreciable   amounts   of   polymers, 

sulfones,   sultones,   etc.      Efforts   to   commercialize   these 

products  have   been  disappointing   to   this   point. 

k* N-primary   alenimi    g„ifa + „-.   e#g#   CH .(Cll), ...0.S0   Na 
3   U    3 

Detergents of this category have been around for a long 

time as a class of superior, but relatively costly 

materials.  Initially, they were made by sulfating n- 

primary alcohols with S03 or oleum.  The primary alcohols 

were made by reducing fatty acids from natural fats with 

metallic sodium and alcohol and later by c aalytic  re- 

duction uf fatty acids with hydrogent 
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e.g. cH^(CH2)l6- CO.OCH • 2H ,. C a t GH3,(CH2)l6CH2)0H+CH OH 

CH3^1Vl6CH2,U,SOlNa 

Because or the relatively hi,;h cost of the.« material., th.ir 

use were sharply limited, mostly to applications in personal 

cleansing, cosmetics et,., „nd where their unexcelled foam- 

ing actio,, was important.  bo ion,; as these materials (e.g. 

du Pont« bardinola) were made by the above technique, they 

remained a small volume, specialty dot.rge.it.  being straight 

chained, they were, of cour>e, completely biodegradable.  A 

major use has been to admij< minor quantities with LaS deter- 

ments to enhance the fu aming properties of the latter. 

With the development of the polymerization of ethylene to 

long, unbranched hydrocarbon chains under the influence of 

Ziegl^r Catalysts (e.g. Al^H,.)^ a transition group halide 

such as Ti Cl3), a means to the low-cost volume production 

of CH3(CH2)n.CH2OH alcohols became available, where n-8 to 

If. At   fir„t this proce,-, was used to make macromolecules i 

i.e.high density polyethylene resins.  Later means was 

found by which the polymerization of ethylene under the same 

catalyst system could be stopped after 2-20 molecules had 

condensed and a mixture of mod-rate sized ethylene polymers 

could be obtaim-d.  Nie so-railed growth polymer, an alumi- 

nium trialkyl could then b. oxidized to anulkoxode and acid 

hydrolyzed to alcohols with chain lengths suitable for deter- 

gont manufacturas!- 
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(cii cu   )     CH_CH 
A1(CH0CH   )   +CH  «CH     TiCl^ /. 2   * J   o 

233        2        2e 3     r^l1(CH0CH,,)b.CH::CH:j|
Q2 

(CH2CVc*CH2Cli3 

0(CH  CH   ) 

/   ciiC]¡3    d 

^&- ^n 

H2SOh 

o(cii2cii2)c. 

'•H2CH 

Al2(S0^)3+«.tí.   C1I3C1I2(C1I2C112)6.0H 

¿0. 1 NaüH 

ö.ß.   CH3(CH2)12.CH2üSO   Na 

In   this   polymerization  of  ethylene,   it   is   possible   to   control 

tli«   reaction  so   that   the   ¡ roduct   consists   of   a mixture   of   CH  01, • 

£H2CVn*0H   «icohols  where   n.l   to   7  with   the   preponderance   at 

n-i»-7   (desirable   for  determents  manufacture).      The   product   mixture 

of  alcohols   is   fractionated,   and   the   alcohols   bulow  and   above   the 

desired  C1()-Cl6  range   is   directed   to   the   manufacture   of   plastici- 

zers   and   related   products.      This   technique  has   been   highly   success- 

ful.     Developed   initially   by  Continental   Oil   Co.   in L.S.,    it   has 

built  a  unit   to   produco   5^0,000,000   lbs/a. 

Patent  and  literature   sources   indicate   that  0,990  ton 

ethylene   piu.   0.214   ton  ¿Kc^  yield   1.0   ton   of  C^-C^  normal, 

primary alcohols.     The   consumption  of  Al(c2H5)3   in  this   process 

i«  necessarily higher   than  in  the  polymerization  of   ethylene   to 

hitíh density  polyethylene   because   the  growth   polymers   are   stopped 

at  an early   stage.     In  an  effort   to  reduce   the   consumption  of ¿1- 

triethyl,   which   is   expensive,   recent  work  has   developed   a   technique 



where..y   ti.e   low  molecular  wei.ht   ethylene      olyiaer   is   dxs^accd 

Troni   the   aluminium   r.rowth   polym, r   as   an   oLel'in    uid   tin-    ,:'      K 

that   is   set   free   i.-,   recycled   tu   repeat   the   ; rocéis. c 

process,   when   perfectuo,   culd   uè   an   excellent    sou. re   oi    un- 

branched   alpha   oleiins   which   wo. Id    yield   hi(j   ly   Modo   ridable 

determents   and   »nes    in   which   bfcuib,   the   un.wL ration   is   entirely 

alpha,    would   luve   a   very   hi;,h   de tor-*ncy   r.ictor. 

Ti.ose   technique«,    start m-   with    low   cost    ..tl.yler.u   and   build- 

ing   the   Hydrocarbon   «roups   tu   the   exact   s, ec i l'icuti • n  desired, 

appear   to   have   t..o   ¡.re.u.c.st   pro.is.,   ,u,,,   i,, ,    t|lt.rei()ríi)    rü_ 

commended   to   NFC   i or   continuous   study   i or   ultimately   rt   "tiird 

Generation"   production   of  detergent.      This   same   precis   will 

generate,   as   a  co-prouuet,   vast   amounts   of   straight   cnain, 

primary   alcohols   lor   the   manufacture   ol'   plasticizers   lor   the 

expanding   polyvinyl    chloride   and   i elated   industries.      TI.ese 

plasticizers,   because    they   will    bo    baaed   <.n   straight 

alcoJiols,   will   poruit    the   ,la:,i.iciz^,   i v c   com, ..,s i t j ... 

functional   al   tei ..;,..• ra L u res   (..,cn    lower   tan   L.-O.^O   I.UOUL   .. 

chain   alcohols,   e./;.    2-ethyihexanol,    or   alcouuls   nut,,   i ro:      öl 

via  an   oxo-synthesis,    wliich   always   yield   a   mixture   ol   strai;,' t 

and   branched   chain   products.      T.,is    operati, n,    based    on   ethylene 

as   raw   material,   should   be   carried   ont   ...i   u   bi^   scale   in  wich 

exports   would   be   the   primary   mark, t,   and   supplies   to   the   Iranian 

domestic   market   only    incidental. 

. in 

i o   ' 
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At   this   time   the   entiie   process   in   its   sev   ral   modifications 

is   still   too   new   to   have   developed   much   literature   outside   of   the 

flow   of   patents.      at   this   point,    also,    Mie   Companies  who   are   de- 

veloping    i. no   pfocusst'S   are   too   conci nie.,   ..ith   exploitin,   these 

new   and   exciiiriß   markets   themselves   to   t.e   i uch   interest*       in 

sellini',   the   know-how   or   in   joint-ventui es.      in,    perhaps,    five 

years,   the   techniques   will   Lucori«   better  known    aid   major   engineer- 

ing   contractors   will   be   able   to   secure   tue   necessary   rights   by 

which   they   can   offer   complete   plants.      il y   studying   intensively 

tuese  new   developments   based   upon   the   polymerization   of   ethylene 

we   shall   be   in   a   position   to   move   securely   into    this   area  when   the 

developed   and    tested   technology   becomes   available. 
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^FFLNDIX   A 

INbTITLTL   (<F   IIYDKOSCILNCLS 

Atib 

VUTLK   ULbUbut.LS   TLCiiNCLOGY 

WbaLlTï   OF   UaTiKS   IN   liUN 

(Calcium,   Magnesium,   Total  Hardness,   Dissolved 

Solids). 

Short record of the swlccted data 

BY 

Ch.J.FlNTAJSL 

UNESCO»    WATLH   ^UaLlTV  LXi^KT. 

Tehran,   Nu.con   197".. 
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AKKbNDlX   A 

!•      Source«   of   information 

The   following   reports   have   been   évaluât eri 

1) Ministry   of   Water   «t.-.d   louer,   Surface   hydrology 

Department,     <L.»L1TY   ut'   nl'iib aC   i».VTL«i<b   «-F   Jw,iN, 

Report   NO.17J 

a) Vol.    1,   Caspian   oea   basin,    (l9<,9), 

b) Vol.    ¿,   Persian   ou If   D.tsin,    (1970). 

c) Vol. 3t Luke Wozayeh basirla and Closed basins of 

the Central Iran (I970). 

2) Analyses of drinkin,, water ; erformed by the U.-ratorius 

of the Ministry of lic-aiti« (unpublished, av.n;;,le m 

sheet.- ). 

The sheets contain ; he data from the ; uars 19t)8-19o9. 

The analyses of wateis have been curried out during 

the total period of ab.ut 18 months. 

2«  Evaluation of data 

The available data have been evaluated with respect to 

the following criteria of wati r quality! 




